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with a new and unsettling challenge: the 
coronavirus. We responded swiftly by ar-
ranging for as many of our employees as 
possible to work from home and by estab-
lishing social-distancing and hygiene proto-
cols for employees in critical roles at our 
trading desks and at our power stations, gas 
storage facilities, and other industrial facili-
ties. Our assets and business operations are 
crucial to the energy security of the coun-
tries where we operate. Our business conti-
nuity plans and agile response have ensured 
their ongoing ability to do so, even in these 
exceptional circumstances. 

We’re aware of our responsibility to society 
and to you, our stakeholders. We have the 
right strategy, expertise, people, and capabil-
ities to support and implement a carbon-free 
future for our customers, for society and for 
Uniper, and thereby we Empower Energy 
Evolution. We’re eager to take on the chal-
lenges ahead. We hope you join us on this 
journey and let us know what you think about 
this report and our strategy for the future.

Andreas Schierenbeck

 
CEO

Foreword

As the new CEO of Uniper, I’m delighted to 
present our Sustainability Report to you for 
the first time. The responsibility we have for 
our business, our employees, the environ-
ment, and society motivated us to set Uniper 
on a new course for the new decade and 
 beyond. And this new course is aligned with 
our views on sustainability.

Our strategy is to play a leading role in en-
abling the decarbonization of the energy in-
dustry. And to scale up innovative technolo-
gies like green gases and alternative fuels 
that could be crucial for decarbonizing other 
industries. In short, our purpose is to 
 Empower Energy Evolution.

Between now and 2040, global primary 
 energy demand will increase significantly. At 
the same time, carbon emissions must be 
 permanently reduced and the energy supply 
 become climate-friendlier. Uniper’s unique 
portfolio enables it to be part of the solution 
to this global challenge. We’ve set our 
 strategic course to substantially increase the 
pace of decarbonization. 

The plan we published in late January 2020 to 
exit coal-fired power generation in Germany is 
one key element of our transformation into a 
climate-friendlier energy provider. It’s an im-
portant milestone in propelling emission re-
ductions at our power generation business in 

Europe from 22 million metric tons today to 
carbon neutrality in 2035. Our hydro and 
 nuclear power stations produced around 24 
 terawatt-hours of low-carbon electricity in 
2019. That’s equal to about 40% of our total 
 electricity production in Europe. 

Gas will play a pivotal role in decarbonization, 
as well as energy security. That’s why gas will 
be a key element of our future strategy. We 
plan to further expand our broadly diversified 
gas business and progressively decarbonize it 
as well. As one of Europe’s largest gas import-
ers and operators of gas storage facilities, 
Uniper will continue to help secure Europe’s 
energy supply by providing gas and LNG. 

Uniper plans to gradually replace conven-
tional gas with greener gases or hydrogen in 
both energy production and energy trading. 
Also, Uniper is one of the pacesetters in the 
use of power-to-gas technology to produce 
green hydrogen. Green gases and the alter-
native, climate-neutral fuels that can be 
made with them could be true game- 
changers: they’re essentially the only way to 
reduce the climate impact of heavy-emitting 
sectors – like chemicals, and maritime, air, 
and heavy road transport – that have no 
 viable alternative to fossil fuels.

The start of 2020 presented Uniper, our em-
ployees, and people all around the world 

Andreas Schierenbeck 
Chief Executive Officer
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Sustainability at Uniper:  
our commitment to  
Empower Energy Evolution

Sustainable Development Goals 

Uniper supports the 17 UN Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). 

We’ve prioritized nine SDGs that fit with our 
business activities and sustainability strategy.

What makes an energy company 
sustainable? We believe financial 
stability, a shared clear vision, strong 
relations with stakeholders, and a 
commitment to addressing adverse 
impacts transparently are key. But 
so is a willingness to adapt and, 
more importantly, to be a positive 
force for change. That’s why we’ve 
pledged to make our power 
 generation business in Europe 
carbon- neutral by 2035. And to make 
 decarbonization integral to our 
 strategy and future investments, not 
only for our European generation 
 business but also for our global 
commodity  business, and for our in-
ternational  generation portfolio. We 
call it  Empower Energy Evolution. 

We’re aware that our ability to adapt 
will be crucial for us to continue cre-

ating value for those who rely on us. 
That’s why we’ve geared our corpo-
rate strategy towards tomorrow’s 
energy world. We believe this world 
will offer us opportunities to develop 
new businesses and innovative 
 solutions that will propel the transi-
tion to carbon-neutrality and support 
 sustainable development, while add-
ing value to our company. 

We generate energy, and we intend 
to Empower Energy Evolution. By 
steadily decarbonizing our business 
and by helping other companies 
 decarbonize theirs, and, more gener-
ally, by promoting and supporting 
positive change for our company, 
employees, customers, and enter-
prise partners, for the communities 
and countries where we do business, 
and for our value chain.

Uniper
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Empower Energy Evolution 

David Bryson, Uniper’s Chief Operating 
Officer (COO) and Chief Sustainability 
Officer (CSO) talks about how  Uniper’s 
commitment to Empower Energy 
 Evolution fits with its business, strategy 
and corporate culture.

David, you recently became Uniper’s Chief 
Operating Officer and Chief Sustainability 
Officer. What do you think are Uniper’s main 
sustainability challenges?
Yes, I’m very pleased to take on the role of 
CSO and the topic of sustainability, which I 
believe is crucial to Uniper and our world. 
The immediate and most critical challenge 
we face is decarbonization. It’s essential that 
we act now – both as a business and globally 
– to tackle climate change, which is why 
 decarbonization is at the heart of Uniper’s 
new strategy. I also believe we need to 
 continue to strengthen our work in ESG 
 governance, due diligence, and risk manage-
ment in our operations and along our supply 

chain. That’s why we continue to develop our 
relations with Bettercoal as a vehicle for as-
sessing ESG issues along our supply chain 
and to deepen our stakeholder engagement 
with NGOs, governmental organizations, and 
communities. 

Uniper recently published its purpose and 
strategy for the decade ahead. What does 
Empower Energy Evolution mean for Uniper?
Uniper’s purpose is to Empower Energy 
 Evolution. Developments like the climate 
 debate, the exit of several countries from 
coal-fired power generation, and investors 
calling for more responsible business con-
duct, show that the world around us is 

changing. To continue our success story and 
signal that we understand the challenges of 
our time, the people of Uniper need a strong, 
shared foundation. This foundation is our 
purpose, which answers the question “why 
we exist.” 

In the face of energy-demand growth, 
 pragmatism and a willingness to promote 
 evolution are required for producing more 
energy while achieving meaningful emission 
 reductions. Uniper brings together innova-
tors, skilled workers, and engineers who are 
 propelling sustainable and effective change. 
Empowering energy’s evolution toward 
 carbon-neutrality is the core of our strategy.

Uniper has pledged for its power genera-
tion business in Europe to be carbon- 
neutral in just 15 years. How does Uniper 
plan to achieve this? 
We decided to set the pace by pledging to 
make our power generation business in 
 Europe carbon-neutral by 2035. We’ll get 
there by steadily decarbonizing our genera-
tion mix. We’ll phase out coal and convert 
some of our coal-fired power plants to gas. 
And, it’s important to remember that our 
world-class hydro and nuclear assets, which 
are low carbon, already account for about 
40% of our output in Europe. Additionally, 
we’ll continue to enter into long-term power 
purchase agreements (PPAs), with 

 developers of large wind and solar farms 
across Europe. Through PPAs already 
 concluded in 2019, the financing of projects 
in Spain and Sweden have been secured. We 
are also currently examining the commercial 
framework conditions for entering into the 
development, construction and operation of 
renewable energy plants.

How will you ensure that Uniper’s coal exit 
in Germany is fair for the employees and 
communities it affects?
Our announcement of the timeline for our 
coal closures in Germany ended a long 
 period of uncertainty for our employees. 
Around 850 people currently work at our 
coal-fired power plants in Germany. As I 
 already said, some plants will be converted 
to gas and continue operating. Those 
 announced for  closure will have to be 
 dismantled and  converted to another use or 
the sites  remediated. That will keep many 
 colleagues employed for a number of years. 
But we’re not fooling ourselves: our coal exit 
in  Germany will  affect hundreds of col-
leagues. We’ll work with them, the works 
councils, and  community leaders to find the 
solution that’s best for  everyone.

An interview  
with David Bryson
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Our material issues Materiality Matrix

 GRI 102-47  * We’ve prioritized nine UN 
Sustainable Development Goals that 
are key to our business activities, 
their impact, and our strategy for the 
future. For each of our company- 
 specific material issues we’ve made 
a number of strategic sustainability 
commitments and mapped each 
against the nine SDGs. In 2019,  we 
again conducted a materiality 
 assessment. Our approach was two- 
dimensional. We considered the 
 impact of our business activities on 
our issues and, conversely, the 
 issues’ impacts on our company, 
their  business relevance, and the 
 energy industry’s influence on them. 
Furthermore, we considered the 
 expectations of important 
 stakeholders, such as policymakers, 
 competitors, non-governmental or-
ganizations (NGOs), and the  financial 
market; we analyzed whether from 
their perspective our impacts could 

have a significant influence on our 
company and third parties and the 
importance of the impacts for 
 understanding our  current and 
 future  development.  The findings of 
the  assessment were  validated and 
 approved.

The following materiality matrix 
 provides an overview of the assess-
ment’s findings. The various sections 
of this Sustainability Report describe 
our management approach for these 
issues, the progress we achieved in 
the reporting period, and, where 
 relevant, exceptions to our definition 
of materiality.

* The report uses the Global 
 Reporting Initiative (GRI) indicators to 
 disclose information on selected 
 issues; their use is referenced in 
each instance.
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How we manage our commitment 

 GRI 102-11/16/18/19/20  The Uniper SE Man-
agement Board bears overall responsi-
bility for the adoption and implementa-
tion of Group-wide sustainability 
measures, with the Chief Sustainability 
Officer (CSO) playing a key role. David 
Bryson became CSO on January 1, 2020. 
The CSO reports periodically to the 
 Supervisory Board on strategic sustain-
ability activities. As Uniper’s highest 
 governance board, the Supervisory 
Board monitors the Group’s fulfillment of 
its sustainability obligations. The Man-
agement Board has assigned the Health, 
Safety, Security and Environment (HSSE) 
and Sustainability function the responsi-
bility for defining Group-wide environ-
mental, social, and governance (ESG) 
 targets and key performance indicators 
(KPIs) and for identifying ESG risks and 
emerging topics that could affect Uniper.

Our ESG risk management encompasses 
a governance structure, the assignment 
of duties and responsibilities, and 
 applicable policies. It assesses the 
 external and internal ESG risks that could 
arise from our operations. ESG risk 

 management is part of our overall 
 enterprise risk management. In 2019, 
 Uniper refined its ESG risk management 
process by  establishing the ESG Task 
Force, a cross- functional steering 
 committee whose purpose is to ensure 
that ESG risks are adequately identified, 
assessed, and  mitigated.

Uniper’s functional units and subsidiaries 
have a responsibility to implement HSSE 
and Sustainability Improvement Plans to 
help implement the Group’s overall HSSE 
and sustainability strategy and meet the 
associated objectives. The implementa-
tion plan for our new strategy includes 
clear targets and commitments of our 
functional units and subsidiaries to 
 support the overall Group’s targets for a 
 carbon-free future.

Our employees’ involvement is essential 
for achieving a robust sustainability 
 culture. We strive to encourage their in-
volvement by continually reinforcing their 
awareness of the importance of sustain-
ability for our company, for the countries 
and communities where we operate, and 
for themselves as individuals.

 GRI 102-14/16/17  The Sustainability Strategic 
Plan (SSP) describes how sustainability 
supports the Group’s business strategy 
and sets improvement targets for its 
sustainability performance. The material 
issues derived from the materiality 
 assessment are aligned with selected 
SDG’s and clustered into five impact 
 areas. In line with the recommendations 
of international frameworks, such as the 
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enter-
prises, the SSP is Uniper’s main tool for 
defining and managing appropriate 
risk-mitigation and impact-remediation 
measures for each material issue during 
a specific timeframe. The HSSE & Sus-
tainability function tracks progress 
 towards the SSP targets on a quarterly 
basis. The results are presented to the 
Management Board and all business 
functions. 

As part of our new strategy published in 
March 2020, we reworked our SSP to 
 reflect our new ambitious target – that 
our European generation business will be 
carbon-neutral by 2035.

We also decided to make our two 
 compliance targets more ambitious. One 
of the original targets was to train all 
new hires on compliance and the Code of 
Conduct by 2022 by making this training 
mandatory. We subsequently expanded 
the target’s scope (to train not just new 
employees but all employees on compli-
ance and the Code) and moved the dead-
line forward by one year (from 2022 to 
2021). Training will begin in 2020 after 
the new Code of Conduct is issued.

The other original target was to conduct 
ESG due diligence of 100% of new 
 counterparties by 2022. The purpose is to 
identify effective measures to mitigate 
counterparties’ main ESG risks. We 
 subsequently extended this target’s 
scope as well (from new to all active 
 counterparties) to avoid gaps in Uniper’s 
ESG risk assessment.

Our sustainability strategy  

Uniper
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SSP impact area Material issues Relevant SDGs Uniper’s commitments Uniper’s targets

Climate action  
and security of supply 

•  GHG emissions 
•  Innovation 
•  Secure, affordable,  

and reliable energy supply

•  Monitor and optimize the carbon intensity  
of  Uniper’s generation portfolio. 

•  Include decarbonization activities as focus  
area for innovation. 

•  Promote lower-carbon fuels for energy generation. 

•  Achieve carbon neutrality for our power 
 generation portfolio in Europe by 20351

•  Maintain a Group-wide carbon intensity  
 threshold of 500g of CO2 per kilowatt hour  
(on average) through 20202

•  Conduct, by 2022, at least 20 projects  
whose aims include decarbonization 

Our people
•  Health and safety
•  Fair and attractive employer
•  Diversity and inclusion

•  Respect labor rights and ensure a safe, healthy,  
and secure work environment for all employees  
and contractors; promote the same standards  
in Uniper’s joint ventures and partnerships.

•  Have zero tolerance of discrimination.
•  Ensure equal opportunity and promote inclusion  

in the entire workforce.

•  Achieve a Group-wide combined TRIF   
threshold of 1.0 or below by 20253

•  Certify 100% of Uniper’s operational  
assets to ISO 45001 by 2022

•  Have women account for 25% of Uniper’s  
top-level executives by 2022

•  Achieve an employee inclusion indicator  
of over 95% by 20224  

Environmental  
protection

•  Environmental protection
•  Air emissions
•  Energy efficiency
•  Biodiversity
•  Waste minimization
•  Water optimization
•  Fuels and by-products

•  Promote waste reduction, land pollution prevention,  
and environmentally responsible mining.

•  Work with contractors, suppliers, and industrial   
customers to adopt a life-cycle approach in order  
to protect the environment, use resources  efficiently,  
and market Uniper’s by-products

•  Have no severe environmental incidents
•  Maintain certification of 100% of Uniper’s  

operational assets to ISO 14001

Human rights and  
compliance culture 

•  Human rights along the value chain 
•  Governance and compliance
•  Data protection

•  Have zero tolerance of forced labor, child labor,  
modern slavery, and human trafficking.

•  Continue to strengthen Uniper’s compliance culture  
and protect the business from corruption risks.

•  Conduct ESG due diligence of 100% of  
counterparties by 20225 

•  Train all employees on compliance and  
Uniper’s Code of Conduct by 2021

Stakeholder  
engagement

•  Stakeholder engagement

•  Actively engage with stakeholders to ensure  transparency 
and ongoing dialogue regarding  Uniper’s activities.

•  Foster the development of effective, accountable,  
and transparent institutions at all levels.

•  Minimize the impact on communities affected  
by Uniper’s operations.

•  At the corporate level, conduct at least  
three trust-building dialogues with civil  
society organizations each year up to 2022

1 Direct Scope 1 emissions. 2 Carbon intensity calculated on average from 2018 to 2020. Group-wide carbon intensity threshold method: electricity generation adjusted to reflect heat and steam production; consolidation approach: financial control. 
3 Total recordable incident frequency (TRIF) measures the number of incidents per million hours of work. 4 Employee inclusion indicator: annual employee opinion survey demonstrates that 95% of employees feel included. 
5 Within the scope of the Know-Your-Counterparty Business Policy, applied to Uniper Global Commodities, Procurement and Energy Services.
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Governance and monitoring

Policies and commitments
 GRI 103-2, 102-16/20  Uniper has in place 
 policies for its material ESG issues which 
are implemented throughout the Group 
and monitored regularly. These policies 
 stipulate how the Group addresses these 
 issues and how it coordinates the 
 cascade effects across the organization.

The HSSE & Sustainability Policy 
 Statement defines Uniper’s ambitions 
and  priorities for HSSE and  sustainability. 
It  provided the framework for developing 
the SSP and for evaluating its 
 effectiveness.

Uniper’s Code of Conduct, which is bind-
ing for all employees, defines basic prin-
ciples of conduct for a wide range of 
 issues, such as combating corruption 
and human rights violations. It provides 
guidance and support for conducting 
business and behaving in the workplace 
in compliance with the law and company 
rules. Each year, Management Board 
members and senior managers sign a 
written pledge to adhere to the code. The 
code is reviewed and updated periodical-
ly to ensure appropriateness and 
 compliance with company and regulatory 
 requirements. An updated version will be 
issued in the second quarter of 2020.

The Group strives to work, whenever 
possible, with third parties that have 
comparable principles. It requires its 
suppliers to sign a declaration of compli-
ance with the Uniper Supplier Code of 
Conduct. Uniper has in place a 
Know-Your-Counterparty Business 
 Policy. Its purpose is to enhance existing 
processes for identifying, verifying, and 
reporting the main compliance risks 
 potentially posed by new counterparties 
 before business deals are finalized. 
These risks include corruption, money 
laundering, terrorism financing, and the 
violation of economic sanctions. 

The policies, business directives, and 
Code of Conduct are available to all 
 employees.

Ratings and rankings
 GRI 103-2 -3 and 406-1  We continually monitor 
our sustainability performance. But it is 
always useful to find out how others 
think we’re doing and to learn from their 
feedback. Our sustainability performance 
is rated and ranked by a wide range of 
independent organizations around the 
world. We continually strive to improve 
our performance.

Our score

CDP
London-based CDP is a not-for-profit organization that runs a global 
 disclosure system for investors, companies, cities, states, and  regions  
to manage their environmental impacts. 
Leadership (A/A-): Implementing current best practices
Management (B/B-): Taking coordinated action on climate issues
Awareness (C/C-): Knowledge of impacts on, and of, climate issues
Disclosure (D/D-): Transparent about climate issues

Uniper received a B-, an improvement resulting  
in a category upgrade (from awareness to 
 management) from our previous grade of C.  
This grade is higher than the Europe regional 
 average of C and lower than the thermal power 
generation sector average of B. CDP made  
the  upgrade because of an improvement in our 
risk management and governance processes.

Energy Intelligence’s Top 100 Green Utilities
This ranking of the world’s top green power generators from both 
 industrialized and emerging markets is based on companies’  renewable 
energy portfolios and greenhouse gas emissions.

Rank: 81 
(previous: 72)

MSCI ESG Ratings
Based in New York, MSCI is an independent provider of insights and 
 analytics that help investors identify ESG risks and opportunities.  
Its seven ESG ratings are grouped into three categories: laggard (CCC, B), 
average (BB, BBB, A), and leader (AA, AAA).

Average BB (previous: laggard B) 
MSCI based the upgrade on an improvement  
in our environmental performance.

ISS-oekom
ISS-oekom of Munich rates companies’ ESG performance on a scale  
from D- to A+. The prime threshold for the energy industry is B-.  
Being at or above the prime threshold indicates that a company is 
 meeting or exceeding its industry’s ESG performance standards,  
risks and opportunities. Its seven ESG ratings are grouped into three 
 categories: laggard (CCC, B), average (BB, BBB, A), and leader  
(AA, AAA).

C

Sustainalytics ESG Risk Ratings
Amsterdam-based Sustainalytics rates the industry-specific ESG risks  
of 9,000 companies worldwide.  

Relative performance (utilities industry):  
136 out of 442 (1=lowest risk)

FTSE Russell ESG Ratings
Based in London, FTSE Russell assesses the ESG risks of more  
than 7,000 publicly listed companies in 47 countries. It issues a score  
of 0 to 5, with a higher score indicating a better performance. 

3.3

Uniper's performance in ratings and rankings 
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Climate  
action and 
security  
of supply
Climate change is one of the world’s biggest challenges 
and one of our company’s most material issues. We take 
our responsibility for climate protection seriously. Eu-
rope’s energy transition is under way, and we’re actively 
shaping it. To help implement the Paris Agreement, we’re 
working to help gradually decarbonize the energy system 
while  simultaneously ensuring a reliable energy supply. 

Our European power  
generation portfolio: to be  
carbon neutral by 2035.

Uniper
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Commitments
Monitor and optimize the carbon intensity  
of Uniper’s generation portfolio

Make decarbonization activities a focus  
area for innovation

Promote lower-carbon fuels for 
power generation

Targets
Achieve carbon neutrality for our European  
power generation portfolio by 2035

Maintain a group-wide carbon intensity  
threshold of 500g of CO2 per kilowatt-hour  
(on average) through 20201

Conduct, by 2022, at least 20 projects  
whose aims include decarbonization

Contribution to the UN SDGs

1  Carbon intensity calculated on average from 2018 to 2020. Group-wide carbon 
intensity threshold method: electricity generation adjusted to reflect heat and 
steam production; consolidation approach: financial control.

21% reduction in our  
direct carbon emissions  
from 2018 to 2019

47.0

2019

63.3

2017

59.5

2018
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Greenhouse gas emissions 
 GRI 103-1/2  Climate change is a major challenge. Urgent, con-
certed action worldwide will be necessary to limit global 
warming to well below 2 degrees centigrade. It’s also a 
big challenge for an energy company like us. The energy 
industry, which is among the biggest carbon emitters, will 
need to play an important role in the transition to a carbon 
neutral future.

Our decarbonization strategy: Empower Energy Evolution
 GRI 102-11/12/ 14/15 and 103-2  In late January 2020, we announced 
our commitment to exit coal-fired power generation in 
 Germany by 2038 at the latest. We took this big step further 
in March by committing to make our power generation 
 portfolio in Europe carbon neutral by 2035. That means 
 going from 22 million metric tons of direct carbon emissions 
last year to net zero. Both bold commitments are part of a 
 fundamental strategic reorientation focusing on a secure and 
 climate-friendlier energy supply. Uniper will gradually  reduce 
its portfolio’s carbon emissions. We will also offer our 
 customers products and services that are increasingly 
 climate-friendly.

We plan to invest €2.7 billion in total between now and the 
end of 2022, of which €1.2 billion are planned for new growth 
projects, some of which have already started. These invest-
ments, too, will help make our portfolio steadily cleaner. 
That’s because all our investments must now meet three 
 criteria. First, as in the past, they must create value for 
 Uniper, our employees, and our shareholders. Second, they 
must of course fit with our core businesses. The third 

 criterion is new: all of our  future investments will be 
 mirrored against our target toward the decarbonization of 
our  business. Reduced hurdle rates, aligned with green 
 project criteria, will be implemented into our strategic and 
 financial decision-making process for projects and invest-
ments. Examples for green investments will include 
 power-to-gas, utility-scale energy storage, and technologies 
like green and blue hydrogen, carbon recycling and the 
 synthetic, carbon-neutral fuels and chemicals that will 
 enable  companies in other sectors to decarbonize.

Between now and 2040, global energy demand will increase 
significantly. At the same time, carbon emissions must be 
permanently reduced. Uniper’s unique portfolio enables it to 
be part of the solution to this global challenge. We’ve set our 
strategic course to substantially accelerate decarbonization. 

For electricity generation in our International Power busi-
ness, we are examining how corresponding decarbonization 
solutions can be implemented in the long-term. The planned 
modernization projects for our Russian gas-fired power 
plants will make a substantial contribution to increasing 
 efficiency. These projects will also contribute to securing a 
 competitive and climate-friendly electricity supply within the 
framework of the Russian capacity market regulations. In 
2019, we were awarded the contract for the modernization of 
the Surgutskaya 1, 4 and 6 power plant sites.

In order to make a substantial contribution to the 
 decarbonization of energy systems in the area of global 
 commodity trading, we are working on developing global 
trade in climate neutral gases and other energy carriers in 

the future.  Decades of experience and existing global part-
nerships put us in an excellent position to take a leading role 
in this development in Europe together with our partners. 

 GRI 302-2/4  Because gas plays a pivotal role in decarbonization,  
as well as energy security, it will be a key focus of our future 
strategy. We plan to further expand our broadly diversified 
gas business and progressively decarbonize it as well. We’re 
forging ahead with the replacement of coal to gas, at our own 
facilities and those of our customers. We have begun the con-
struction of two new gas turbines and a steam boiler at our 
Scholven coal-fired power plant site in Germany. The new gas 
and steam plant is to replace the existing plants in the future. 

With Europe’s gas production declining while demand is 
 expected to remain at about the current level, the need for 
 imports will increase. As one of Europe’s largest gas import-
ers and operators of gas storage facilities, we’ll continue to 
help secure Europe’s energy supply with pipeline gas and 
LNG. Uniper is also engaged in both pipeline infrastructure 
(like  financing the Nord Stream 2 project) and the expansion 
of LNG infrastructure (like the floating regasification terminal 
planned for Wilhelmshaven). 

Looking further ahead, we intend to gradually replace 
 conventional gas with green gas or green hydrogen in both 
 power generation and energy trading, as green hydrogen can 
build the central link between renewable energy production 
and the use of this energy in the different sectors, such as  
electrical power, mobility and heat. Further development of 
additional renewable energy production needs some time. 
During this ramp-up phase, other technologies for 
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 low- carbon or carbon-free production of blue hydrogen 
from gas can be added to the production of green hydrogen. 
This can be steam reforming in combination with carbon 
capture and usage or storage, as well as splitting of gas at 
1,200°C into hydrogen and solid carbon black, which can be 
used in various industrial applications.

Uniper is one of the pacesetters in the use of power-to-gas 
technology to produce green hydrogen. We began operating 
our first power-to-gas unit in Falkenhagen in 2013, followed 
by another in 2015 in Hamburg. We added methanization 
equipment to Falkenhagen in 2018. 

In addition, we partner with refineries and the automobile 
 industry to conduct a variety of industrial-scale projects that 
help accelerate green hydrogen’s economic viability. The 
technologies are out there; what has been lacking is 
 profitability and the right regulatory environment. For Europe 
to develop a green and blue hydrogen industry that can 
 prosper and remain here, it will need to adopt a technology- 
neutral, holistic approach. Uniper wants to actively shape the 
 future of green and blue hydrogen and work together with 
 industrial enterprises, scientists, and policymakers to propel 
development.

One of Uniper’s Hydro 
plants in Sweden.
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Since the EU Emissions Trading Scheme 
 began in 2005, the Uniper Group’s fully 
 consolidated companies in Europe have 
 reduced their annual carbon emissions by 
73.2  million metric tons, which is almost 
77%. Our emissions have therefore declined 
further than the current EU climate targets 
to cut emissions in the EU by at least 40% 
below 1990 levels by 2030.

We set a Group-wide annual average carbon 
intensity threshold to remain below 

500 grams of carbon dioxide per kWh for the 
period 2018 to 2020. Our average carbon 
 intensity for the period January 1, 2018, to 
December 31, 2019, was 474 grams of carbon 
dioxide per kWh. We are committed to 
 optimizing our carbon-monitoring processes 
and investing in asset improvement and 
 innovation projects to remain below the 
threshold for the three-year period.

In 2019, our direct carbon emissions from 
the combustion of fossil fuels for power and 

Maasvlakte Power Plant 
in the Netherlands.

heat generation (operational control 
 approach) fell by 21% to 47 million metric 
tons (2018: 59.5 million metric tons), mainly 
 because of a decline in output from coal-
fired assets in Germany and the United 
 Kingdom, the six-month shutdown of Maas-
vlakte coal-fired power station in the Nether-
lands due to a significant equipment failure, 
and the sale of assets in France in July 2019.

From 2018 to 2019, Uniper’s power 
 production from coal declined from 31.8 to 

19.9  billion kWh. During the same period, 
 hydro power production increased by 
2.4  billion kWh.

Supporting the energy transition 
 GRI 302-2/4 and 305-4/5  Several European 
 countries in which Uniper has operations 
have already decided to phase out coal in 
the years ahead. Our support for decarbon-
ization is firm, but we believe that the 
 phaseout and the energy transition should 
 generally be orderly, responsible, and fair.

2019

1  Carbon emissions of our generation business in 
Europe calculated using the operational control 
approach. This means that we counted 100% of the 
emissions from all generation assets over which  
we have operational control, even if our ownership 
stake is less than 100%. These figures do not include 
the emissions of Unipro, our subsidiary in Russia.

Uniper’s direct carbon emissions 
in Europe1
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Million metric tons 2019 2018 2017

Russia 24.9 25.3 26.4

Germany 11.1 17.2 16.9

United Kingdom 5.6 7.6 6.2

Netherlands 3.2 5.5 7.9

France 1.0 2.9 5.1

Hungary 0.9 0.8 0.8

Czech Republic1 0.1 <0.1 -

Sweden <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Total 47.0 59.5 63.3

Operational control approach taken – figures (100% of direct emissions of the facility) from any generation 
assets over which Uniper has operational control. Data for all countries except Russia were determined 
using the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme rules. Rounding corrections per country result in  
small differences which are considered in the total sum. The carbon emissions for France are for the period 
January 1 to June 30, 2019 only.

1  Emissions in the Czech Republic were inadvertently excluded from the operational control approach in 
2018. These have now been added for 2018 and 2019.

Direct CO2 emissions from fuel combustion by country  GRI 305-1 

Under our ambitious timeline, we’ll close 
about 1.5 GW of coal-fired capacity in 
 Germany by year-end 2022 and intend to 
submit another 1.4 GW to the federal 
 government’s shutdown scheme by 2025.  
We had already withdrawn just over 2.4 GW 
through year-end 2015. Together, these 
 closures will yield total carbon savings of  
up to 18 million metric tons per year.

Datteln 4, our new hard-coal-fired power 
plant in west-central Germany, is scheduled 

 Germany by 40% by the end of 2025. This is 
why, after careful consideration, the German 
federal government decided that the country 
could decarbonize more quickly by having 
Datteln 4 become operational and displace 
the production of older, less efficient 
 coal-fired plants.

In February 2020, we signed an agreement 
to sell our 58% stake in Schkopau, a 
 lignite-fired power plant in Saxony-Anhalt in 
eastern Germany, to Saale Energie GmbH, a 
subsidiary of Czech energy producer EPH, 
which owns the other 42%. The transfer of 
ownership will take place in October 2021. It 
will mark the end of our lignite-fired power 
generation in Europe.

Coal is still part, but now a steadily shrinking 
part, of our portfolio. Roughly two-thirds of 
our total electricity and heat output already 
comes from low-emission hydro, nuclear, 
and gas. As we close coal-fired plants, this 
proportion will increase and our carbon 
 intensity will decrease, bringing us progres-
sively closer to our goal of carbon neutrality.

Gas, the cleanest fossil fuel, has a unique 
ability to deliver deep and rapid emissions 
reductions across many sectors. Gas is the 
fastest way to decarbonize the power 
 industry. Shifting from coal and petroleum 

 products to gas will rapidly reduce  emissions 
in heavy industry, space heating, and 
 transport. Multi-sector conversion to gas is 
the fastest and cheapest way for Europe to 
 reduce its carbon emissions by up to 65% in 
the next two decades. Gas will also serve as 
a vital emissions-reducing technology today 
while transformative innovations, like 
 synthetic fuels, are developed and scaled up.

Natural gas can play its role in the energy 
transition even more effectively if it becomes 
more climate friendly, for example, when 
equipment to produce hydrogen and 
 methane is powered by renewable electricity 
in a process known as power-to-gas. 
 Alternative fuels can help make mobility 
more sustainable as well. Uniper is therefore 
developing businesses for several  alternative 
fuels, including liquefied natural gas (LNG) as 
a fuel for heavy trucks. LNG trucks have 
 lower emissions and are quieter.

to enter service in the summer of 2020. 
There has been some criticism regarding the 
commissioning of Datteln 4 along with the 
decision on a coal exit in Germany. However, 
Datteln 4 is significantly more efficient  
than older coal-fired power plants. When 
 cogenerating heat for 100,000 households  
in the  region it will have a fuel efficiency of 
nearly 60%, similar to that of a gas turbine. 
Along with the aforementioned plant 
 closures,  having Datteln 4 online will enable 
us to  reduce our carbon emissions in 
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Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 and 3
 GRI 305-2/3  Our Scope 2 indirect emissions 
 totaled 1.12 million metric tons of CO2 (2018: 
1.10 million metric tons of CO2) and 1.57 
 million metric tons CO2 (2018: 1.67 million 
metric tons of CO2) using the location-based 
method and market-based method, respec-
tively. Our Scope 2 emissions now include in-
direct emissions from purchased electricity 
used for pump storage in our hydro plants in 
Germany. The 2018 figures were also updat-
ed. Our Scope 3 indirect emissions related to 
extraction and transportation of consumed 
fuels totaled 8.7 million metric tons of CO2, 
lower than in 2018 (10.3 million metric tons).

A higher CDP score
In 2019, Uniper responded to CDP’s 
 sector-specific climate change question-
naire, about Uniper’s performance in the 
2018 calendar year. CDP, formerly known as 
the Carbon Disclosure Project, runs a global 
disclosure system for companies to improve 
awareness through measurement and 
 disclosure of environmental data, climate 
risks, and carbon management. After 
 evaluating our responses, CDP gave Uniper a 
score of B- which is an improvement on the 
previous year’s score (C). Scores range from 
A (best) to F. CDP raised the score because it 
recognized that we had identified and 
 realized potential for improvement in our 

sustainability performance. We will continue 
our efforts in 2020 and are evaluating 
 actions that could further improve our CDP 
score.

Climate Action & Strategy Team
 GRI 103-1 and GRI 305-5  Uniper aims to be a 
 pacesetter in decarbonizing the energy it 
 supplies. To help us play this role as 
 effectively as possible, in December 2019 we 
formed a panel of experts, the Climate Action 
&  Strategy Team. Led by the HSSE & 
 Sustainability and Corporate Strategy 
 departments, it brings together representa-
tives of other  departments that are integral 
to  setting our  decarbonization course.

The team’s first task is to carefully analyze 
Uniper’s current emission baseline by 
 geography, fuel type, and emission scope (1, 
2, and 3). The next – as part of the implemen-
tation of our new strategy – is to identify the 
various decarbonization options available to 
us in power generation and commodity 
 trading and assess their potential impact on 
our carbon footprint, operations, and bottom 
line. Bringing these two sets of information 
together – detailed emissions data and a list 
of decarbonization options – will enable the 
Uniper Management Board to set specific 
ambitious emission reduction targets per 
business that are economically viable and 

enable us to continue to provide a reliable 
supply of energy to customers.

The team’s third task is to define Uniper’s 
 future approach to emission disclosures. 
Transparency is integral to our climate strat-
egy and will guide this approach. As stated 
above, Uniper has already improved its  
CDP score, and the team will explore ways 

to further improve this score and trans-
parency generally. As part of this  effort,  
the team will continue to assess  whether, 
and to what degree, the framework for  
voluntary climate-related financial risk 
 disclosures issued by the Task Force on 
 Climate-related Financial Disclosures  
(TCFD) could fit with Uniper’s approach  
to emission disclosures. 
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Innovations 
for a low-
carbon future

 GRI 103-1  Innovation and cutting-edge 
 technologies are crucial to our ability to 
Empower Energy Evolution. They make 
our existing businesses more efficient, 
competitive, and sustainable. Also, they 
enable us to establish new businesses that 
we believe could accelerate the transition 
to a carbon-neutral future. That’s why we 
continually track and analyze emerging 
 technologies. Our innovation strategy 
reflects the three pivotal trends that are 
transforming the energy industry: decar-
bonization, the decentralization of energy 
generation and supply, and digitalization. 
We have the assets and energy IQ to shape 
these trends in a way that creates value for 
our company and for society.

How we manage 
innovation

 GRI 103-2/3 and 302-2/4   G4-DMA  Uniper develops 
innovative, scalable business models in a 
 variety of areas. Some of them – like a 
 flexible power supply, utility-scale batteries, 
and other new storage technologies – 
 demonstrably enhance the energy system’s 
ability to add more renewable energy 
 sources while maintaining system stability. 
Although crucial to the success of the energy 
transition, they’re incremental in nature: 
they’ll help the energy transition do what it’s 
already doing even better. Other technologies 
like green hydrogen and  carbon  recycling 
have the potential to be truly game- changing. 
Because they can do something special: go a 
long way towards making  emission-heavy 
but hard-to- decarbonize  industries – 
 particularly  chemicals, and air,  maritime, 
and heavy-road transport – much cleaner.

Uniper has invested in a number of pilot 
 projects to refine, scale up, and deploy a 
 variety of technologies on a commercial 
scale. In  addition, we’ve set a target of 
 conducting, by 2022, at least 20 projects, the 
main aim of which include decarbonization. 
At year-end 2019, Uniper was working on 12 
such projects.

The European Union and many of its member 
states have committed to becoming as 
 climate neutral as possible by 2050. This will 

require a lot more renewables. But it will 
also require many of the technologies 
 mentioned, from utility-scale batteries to 
green hydrogen, in which Uniper is a 
 pacesetter. Our innovation portfolio is 
 focused on issues where we can best lever-
age our  existing  capabilities and assets to 
 accelerate the transition to a low-carbon – 
and,  ultimately – a carbon-neutral future.

New flexibility
Flexibility supports the transition to a 
low-carbon energy world in two ways. First, 
it balances out the fluctuations in 
 renewables output; this capability will help 
support the integration of large amounts of 
renewables capacity. Second, the flexibility 

provided by energy storage or conversion is 
able to capture more of this output. We’re 
 pioneering the development of innovative 
technologies for both forms of flexibility. 

Converting green energy into green gas
On particularly windy, sunny days, wind and 
solar farms sometimes have to curtail and 
even suspend production because of grid 
congestion. That’s green energy gone to 
waste. Power-to-gas (P2G) can help: instead 
of taking wind turbines or solar arrays offline 
when the grid is congested, their output can 
be used to run on-site electrolysis equipment 
that produces green hydrogen, which is then 
injected into the gas pipeline system.

Employees at 
Uniper’s power-
to-gas plant in 
Falkenhagen, 
Germany. 
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We’re one of the first companies in the world 
to test and perfect this technology. In a 
three-year P2G trial in Falkenhagen in north-
east Germany, we produced almost 0.8 
 million cubic meters of hydrogen. We have a 
similar plant outside Hamburg. In 2018, we 
modified the Falkenhagen plant so that it can 
use CO2 captured from a nearby bio-ethanol 
plant to transform the green hydrogen into 
climate-neutral methane (carbon neutral 
 because the CO2 released when it’s 
 eventually combusted would have been 
 released at the bio-ethanol plant). We believe 
that green methane holds greater promise at 
many  locations because it has the same 
chemical properties as natural gas and can 
therefore be stored in unlimited quantities in 
the gas system. P2G, which promises to 
 become even more efficient and affordable 
 going  forward, will make it possible for 
 Europe to  harness more renewable energy.

Big batteries
An important first is the M5BAT, a  utility-scale 
battery for on-site storage of surplus 
low-carbon energy production. We 
 codeveloped the battery, which is operated by 
RWTH Aachen University on our behalf. As 
the name suggests, the M5BAT uses five 
 different battery technologies with a total 
 capacity of 5 megawatts. The battery’s output 
is used to balance short-term fluctuations in 

the grid. Uniper and RWTH intend to include 
the battery in a future project to develop 
methods and algorithms for increasing the 
economic viability of utility-scale batteries.

Making eMobility fast charging possible 
 everywhere
As more electric cars take to the streets – 
Germany wants to have 1 million of them by 
year-end 2022 – public fast-charging 
 infrastructure will become increasingly 
 important. So far, there isn’t much. Uniper 
wants to help close this gap by leveraging its 
expertise in batteries and flexibility. We’re 
 developing a mobile, battery buffered fast-

charging device that can be used whenever 
and wherever it’s needed: in the parking areas 
of outdoor concerts, soccer matches, village 
fairs, and any event or location where the sit-
ing of permanent charging infrastructure 
would be uneconomic, unfeasible, or unsightly. 
The batteries would  be charged with renew-
able electricity, which would be make eMobili-
ty even climate-friendlier. Once many of them 
are in use, we could aggregate them into a 
large virtual storage system, which would in-
crease our ability to offer grid flexibility ser-
vices. In February 2020 we premiered the de-
vice at the E-World trade fair in Essen, where 
it met with interest from more than 100 poten-
tial customers. We expect to begin field-test-
ing the mobile battery in the third quarter of 
2020.  

Making hydrogen more sustainable
Supplying hydrogen to industrial users like 
the chemical industry and refineries is a 
 major business with an ongoing growing 
global demand. Today, almost all hydrogen is 
produced with fossil fuels. Displacing this 
with green hydrogen produced by 
 renewables-based P2G would dramatically 
reduce the hydrogen industry’s carbon 
 emissions. In fact, renewables based P2G 
would make it possible to avoid 90% of the 
greenhouse gases (GHGs) emitted by the 
conventional production of hydrogen. Green 

hydrogen provides opportunities for 
 decarbonizing large industrial processes like 
steel production through new technologies 
now based on hydrogen. Green hydrogen can 
be used in fuel cells to power cars, locomo-
tives, and ships. Because fuel cells only emit 
water, not CO2, this would make transporta-
tion dramatically climate- friendlier. Green 
hydrogen can also be  combined with 
 captured CO2 to produce  climate-neutral 
 chemicals and synthetic  fuels, such as 
 synthetic diesel and synthetic aircraft fuel. 
Our  objective is to position  Uniper as leading 
 producer, distributor, and direct marketer of 
green  hydrogen. The  process is already 
 under way: we plan to build an industri-
al-scale, wind-powered green  hydrogen 
plant and an underground hydrogen storage 
facility near Bad  Lauchstädt in  eastern 
 Germany. We also partnered with BP to apply 
for government funding for an even larger 
green hydrogen plant for BP’s refinery in 
Lingen in northwest Germany.

Carbon recycling
Carbon recycling involves transforming a 
prominent GHG, carbon dioxide, into a 
 valuable green resource by capturing it from 
power plants’ exhaust stream or industrial 
processes and using it as a basic material in 
other products. Carbon recycling could bind 
large amounts of CO2, thereby preventing it 

Director Innovation 
and Project Manager 
MOVE Solution
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Scaling up green 
hydrogen
As part of our ambition to become a leader in 
green hydrogen, we plan to partner with four 
 other companies to build an industrial-scale, 
wind-powered green hydrogen plant and 
 underground storage facility near Bad Lauchstädt 
in eastern Germany. The project would involve 
 approximately 35 MWel of electrolysis capacity, 
which will be owned and operated by Uniper, to 
convert renewable electricity from a nearby wind 
farm into green hydrogen. The hydrogen, which 
would be stored in a modified salt cavern 
 operated by one of our project partners, is 
planned to be piped to neighboring chemicals 
 enterprises and utilized for urban mobility solu-
tions. The cavern would be able to store nearly 50 
million cubic meters of hydrogen, enough to heat 
about 20,000 households annually. It would be 
Europe’s first underground hydrogen storage 
 facility and the first in the world for storing green 
hydrogen. The project has been short-listed for 
funding under Real-World Laboratories for the 
Energy Transition, a program run by the Federal 
Ministry of Economics and Technology. The minis-
try is expected to make the final decision by early 
2021. If awarded funding, the hydrogen plant 
could be fully operational in around 2.5 years.

from entering the earth’s atmosphere. And 
using CO2 from power generation to produce 
chemicals and fuels that otherwise would’ve 
been produced using fossil fuels will avoid 
millions of tons of emissions. For our own 
plants, we’re identifying neighboring 
 companies that need CO2 for their production 
 processes – like the large complex of 
 greenhouses that will receive heat and CO2 
from Berezovskaya 3, one of our generating 
units in Russia, which will make “greenhouse 
gas” a literal term. Uniper is also actively 
 engaged in developing carbon recycling 
 businesses and partnering with other 
 companies to  create a global carbon 
 recycling  industry. We’re a founding  member 
of CO2  Value  Europe, an industry  initiative to 
promote the development of a  Europe-wide 
carbon- recycling industry and relevant 
 technologies and to advocate  energy policies 
and  regulations that would  support this 

 development. The latter are  c rucial.  Carbon 
 recycling’s  potential for reducing net carbon 
emissions is huge. But it needs the right 
 government policies to support the early 
stages of its development. 

Using LNG to reduce heavy vehicles’ 
 environmental impact 
With the amount of freight hauled by road 
continuing to increase, LNG offers a quick 
and efficient way to make heavy vehicle 
 traffic more sustainable. Trucks that run on 
LNG emit less CO2, nitrogen oxide, and 
 particulate matter than diesel-powered 
trucks. They’re also much quieter. In view of 
these advantages, we’re drawing on our 
 expertise in LNG supply to establish a 
 business in LNG truck fueling.

Liqvis, a Uniper subsidiary, is currently 
 establishing a network of filling stations for 
LNG-powered heavy-duty trucks. In 2017, 
Liqvis was awarded funding under the EU’s 
Connecting Europe Facility for Transport 
program to develop more LNG filling 
 stations. The first fixed filling station opened 
in Berlin in November 2018. Liqvis currently 
also operates mobile filling stations in Ulm 
and in Kassel. Two more fixed installations 
(one in France, the other in Germany) will 
 become operational in the first and second 
quarter of 2020, respectively.

An employee at 
Karlshamn Power 
Plant in Sweden.

12
decarbonization-  
focused  innovation  
projects  underway 
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Secure, affordable, 
and reliable 
energy supply
 GRI 103-1  A secure and reliable supply of energy is essential 
for the functioning of society and a competitive economy. 
Uniper’s priority is to provide a secure, affordable, and 
reliable supply of power, gas, and heat to its customers, 
while simultaneously making this energy progressively 
climate-friendlier. To manage the operating risks of its 
generation assets and to promote their availability, Uniper 
has an integrated asset and HSSE management system 
that conforms to industry practices.

Uniper’s long-term gas supply contracts, natural gas storage 
facilities, global gas trading activities, and capacity for 
 regasifying liquefied natural gas (LNG) play an important role 
in supply security, especially when demand fluctuates. 
 Furthermore, Uniper’s flexible generation facilities can 
 respond quickly to fluctuations in renewables output, which 
is important for grid stability and supply security in several 
 regions in Germany and elsewhere.

Öresundsverket 
 Power Plant in  

Malmö, Sweden.
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 GRI 103-2/3   G4-EU10  We own 
and operate 34.3 GW of 
generating capacity in 
 Europe and Russia. This 
fleet is highly efficient, 
 flexible, and diversified. Our 
largest asset positions are 
in Germany, Russia, the 
United Kingdom, Sweden, 
and the Netherlands. We 
 divested our operations in 
France in July 2019. In 
 addition to producing 
 electricity and providing 
 stability to the grid, many  
of our plants supply heat, 
 process steam, compressed 
air, and other products to 
nearby  industrial enterpris-
es and  utilize some of these 
 enterprises’ waste streams. 

How we manage our generation fleet 

in MW Gas Coal Hydro Nuclear Other Total (by country)

Russia1 8,517 2,263 - - - 10,780

Germany 3,333 3,802 1,991 - 1,418 10,544

United Kingdom 4,188 2,000 - - 221 6,409

Sweden 447 - 1,579 1,400 1162 4,588

Netherlands 526 1,070 - - - 1,596

Hungary 428 - - - - 428

France - - - - - -

Total (asset specific) 17, 439 9,135 3,570 1,400 2,801 34,345

1   Figures include the Czech Republic.

Uniper Group: Consolidated Generation Capacity as of December 31, 2019

We periodically upgrade the 
technology and processes at 
our assets so that we 
 continue to ensure high rates 
of availability and efficiency 
and prevent unplanned 
downtime. Some of these 
upgrades also improve our 
assets’ climate performance.

Uniper’s key performance 
 indicator for supply  reliability 
is average asset  availability. 

Our power generation fleets in 
Europe and Russia had an 
 average asset availability of 
79.1% in 2019, which was 
roughly unchanged from 2018. 
Their unplanned unavailability 
was 12% in 2019, a slight 
 increase from 2018 (11.6%). 
The main reasons were 
high-pressure turbine damage 
and more boiler-tube  leakages 
than expected, especially at 
relatively new power plants. 

We investigate each case of 
equipment failure carefully 
to determine the causes, so 
that we can prevent similar 
problems at other plants and 
keep our fleet’s availability 
high.

Our decades of experience in 
plant management enables 
us to keep our generation 
fleet running smoothly, 
which helps ensure a  reliable 
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Percentages 2019 2018

France 79.7 76.3

Germany 77.4 77.2

Hungary 96.9 95.9

Netherlands 56.1 75.4

Russia 79.2 77.1

Sweden 91.1 86.8

United Kingdom 83.2 83.0

Total 79.1 79.0

Availability is equal to 100% minus planned and unplanned unavailability. Uniper 
Group figures are volume-based weighted averages. They refer to Uniper’s current 
operational portfolio and is based on the proportion of our stake in an asset (2018 
figures adjusted). Assets in France are included from January 1 to June 30, 2019.

Average Asset Availability for Conventional 
 Power Generation by Country

 projects. These services 
 enable our customers’  
power plants to meet high 
 international standards  
for  operational excellence, 
 including availability. That 
means we’re helping 
 improve supply security in 
 other parts of the world, too.

power supply in the countries 
where we operate. We 
 market this experience in 
emerging and developing 
countries, providing 
 operation and maintenance 
 services for power plant 
 operators, and support for 
new energy infrastructure 

How each of our fuels  
supports supply security  GRI 103-2/3 

Gas
In January 2019, Uniper was awarded a 
 contract to build a gas-fired power plant  
with a capacity of 300 MW in Irsching  
near  Ingolstadt, Germany. The new power 
plant will serve as a safety cushion to  
supply  power at short notice in emergency 
 circumstances when system reliability is at 
risk. A high degree of operational flexibility 
will make it ideal for balancing out 
 intermittent wind and solar power, which 
 accounts for a steadily increasing proportion 
of  Germany’s generation mix. The plant, 
which is  scheduled to be operational by 
 October 2022, will support the transition to a 
 low-carbon  energy supply.

Uniper procures natural gas from a variety 
of producers in several countries, mainly 
Russia, the Netherlands, and Germany. In 
2020, to provide customers in Europe with a 
more  diversified gas supply, Uniper will 
 begin to procure gas from Azerbaijan. Under 
a long-term contract concluded in 2013 with 
Baku-based SOCAR (State Oil Company of 
the Azerbaijan Republic), Uniper will source 
up to 1.5 billion cubic meters (bcm) of natural 
gas per year via the Southern Gas Corridor 
(SGC), a system of pipelines that connects 
the Caspian region and the Middle East to 
Southeastern Europe. SGC opened in May 
2018. As part of this arrangement, in 2016 

Uniper and SOCAR formed a joint venture  
to promote energy efficiency. The joint 
 venture’s first project was to upgrade and 
 expand the power and steam generators at  
a SOCAR chemical complex located about 
30 kilometers north of Baku. In November 
2019, Uniper and SOCAR representatives 
signed a collaboration initiative to deepen  
the two companies’ partnership.  

In addition, Uniper has stakes in gas trans-
mission pipelines (such as OPAL, which runs 
from the Baltic Sea to the German-Czech 
border) and finances projects to build them. 
These assets provide important pathways 
for the import and transport of gas and 
therefore play key roles in ensuring Europe’s 
supply security.

Along with pipeline gas, Uniper purchases 
LNG and has stakes and long-term capacity 
bookings at several LNG terminals in Europe. 
In addition, Uniper and Mitsui O.S.K., a 
 Japanese maritime transport company plan 
to build and operate a floating storage and 
 regasification unit (FSRU) in the port of 
 Wilhelmshaven, Germany. This unit could 
store 263,000 cubic meters of LNG and send 
out 10 bcm of gas per year. The FSRU would 
 supplement the large onshore regasification 
 terminal planned for Wilhelmshaven. It could 
source large quantities of LNG from around 
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the world and thus further diversify Europe’s 
gas supply. The FSRU would therefore 
 substantially enhance supply security and 
spur competition. End-customers would 
 benefit from both.

In January 2019, Uniper and  Amsterdam- 
based Titan LNG agreed to  develop a tech-
nical interface and commercial products for 
the Wilhelmshaven FSRU. The purpose is to 
accelerate the growth of LNG – the carbon 
dioxide, nitrogen oxide, and sulphur dioxide 
emissions of which are lower than diesel’s – 
as a fuel for industry, heavy vehicles, and 
 maritime transport. The planned unit at 
 Wilhelmshaven will supply LNG fuel to trucks 
and small ships.

Employees at Grain 
Power Plant in  

the  United Kingdom. 

Resisting change to propel change
Big electric turbines and motors 
at power plants and factories 
spin at the same frequency as 
the electricity grid. These objects 
are very heavy and will therefore 
tend to resist change: they’ll 
want to continue spinning at their 
current frequency even when the 
voltage in the grid goes up or 
down because production and 
consumption increase or 
 decrease. This tendency, called 
grid inertia, helps minimize and 
slow the effects of voltage 
 fluctuations and thus helps keep 
the power system stable and 
 reliable.

Renewables produce green 
 electricity but no inertia: solar 
panels don’t spin, and wind 
 turbine spin in response to wind 
speed, not at the frequency of the 
grid. As the proportion of 
 renewables in the electricity mix 
 increases, the amount of 
 available grid inertia decreases. 
As a  result, changes in produc-
tion or consumption  affect the 
grid  faster and more dramatical-
ly,  making it less  stable. Power 
grid  operators are aware of this 
and looking for solutions.

Britain’s grid operator, National 
Grid, turned to Uniper. It awarded 
us four six-year contracts to 
 provide grid inertia and voltage 
 control from two of our gas-fired 
power stations, Killingholme and 
Grain. To do so, we’ll reconfigure 
idle steam generators at 
 Killingholme and build two new 
 synchronous compensation units 
at Grain. The contract, which 
runs from 2021 to 2026, will 
make Uniper Britain’s biggest 
provider of dedicated inertia and 
voltage control. These services 
will mostly make use of existing 
infrastructure and consume no 
additional fuel. And most impor-
tantly: by resisting changes in 
system voltage, they will allow 
National Grid to connect more 
sources of green electricity, 
thereby propelling the changes 
that will progressively decarbon-
ize Britain’s energy supply.

National Grid is expected to 
award more such contracts in 
the future, creating additional 
opportunities for us to utilize our 
assets and engineering expertise 
in this fast-developing niche of 
the energy transition.
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Top 1%
Uniper ranked in the top 1% of German companies 
by Leading Employers in January 2020 

Our people
Our top priority is to work safely, look after our people’s 
health, and protect them from harm. Our commitment  
to health and safety extends to the employees of our busi
ness partners and to the people who live nearby or visit 
our facilities. We aim to provide a supportive work envi
ronment in which our people feel confident sharing their 
ideas and trying new approaches. Their creativity is 
 crucial to our success. We encourage our employees to 
hone and extend their skills and learn from each other. 
Furthermore, we strive to prevent any form of discrimi
nation and to promote gender equality and inclusion.
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Commitments
Protect labor rights and ensure a safe, healthy,  
and secure work environment for all employees  
and contractors; promote the same standards  
in Uniper’s joint ventures and partnerships.

Have zero tolerance of discrimination

Ensure equal opportunity and promote inclusion  
in the entire workforce

Targets
Achieve a Group-wide combined TRIF threshold  
of 1.0 or below by 20251

Certify 100% of Uniper’s operational assets  
to ISO 45001 by 2022

Have women account for 25% of Uniper’s  
high-level executives by 2022

Achieve an employee inclusion indicator of over  
95% by 20222

Contribution to the UN SDGs
1  Total combined recordable incident frequency (combined 

TRIF) measures the number of work-related accidents 
 sustained both by the Uniper Group's employees and by  
those of external companies engaged by Uniper in inci-
dents per million hours of work. 

2  Employee inclusion indicator: annual employee opinion  
survey demonstrates that 95% of employees feel included. 

82
nationalities work  
at Uniper
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An employee at Grain 
Power Station in  
the United Kingdom. 
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Health and safety
 GRI 103-1  Maintaining high health and safety standards is a core value for us because we 
care about our people. Safety is also important for the operation of our facilities and en
ables us to avoid the additional cost of work stoppages and lost time that result from ac
cidents. Our  commitment to health and safety also extends to contractors who work for 
us, people who live near our facilities, and visitors. 
  

Stressful situations and unsafe work habits 
in complex environments, such as power 
plants and gas storage facilities, could lead 
to serious accidents, injuries, and fatalities. 
Accidents could involve the public near Uni-
per facilities as well. Uniper has in place 
Group-wide programs and policies that are 
adapted to the different safety practices in 
the countries where it operates. They are de-
signed to provide a safe and healthy work-
place for employees and contractors, partic-
ularly those working in  potentially high-risk 
activities, such as the plant decommission-
ing and demolition under way in Germany, 
Sweden, the Netherlands, and the United 
Kingdom. 

 GRI 103-2/3, 403-1/2/8  We view health and safety 
as a key leadership task that requires a cul-
ture of continual improvement. Our pro-

grams and policies enable us to learn from 
accidents and to achieve the health and safe-
ty targets and improvement measures we 
define annually. Onboarding agreements 
with contractors include clauses requiring 
them to adopt our safety standards and as-
pire to contribute to our vision.

Comprehensive HSSE  management
The HSSE & Sustainability function supports 
the organization and employees in integrat-
ing health and safety standards into their 
strategic and operational planning, business 
decisions, and daily activities. It issues guide-
lines and policies, conducts workshops, and 
coordinates the sharing of best practices. 
Based on the central Group-wide HSSE & 
Sustainability Improvement Plan, the operat-
ing entities design their own annual improve-
ment plans, which include health and safety 

targets and improvement measures. Prog-
ress toward the targets is monitored regular-
ly. These plans help Uniper live up to its com-
mitment to continually improve its health and 
safety performance. All efforts to further 
raise health and safety standards can only be 
successful if contractors and their employ-
ees are closely involved and support them.

The health and safety management systems 
of all Uniper’s operating entities are certified 
to OHSAS 18001 and are regularly reviewed 
and certified by independent auditors. To 
continually improve its health and safety 
standards, Uniper has set a target of upgrad-
ing 100% of its operational assets to ISO 

45001, the new international standard for 
health and safety management, by 2022. In 
2019 it designed an action plan for achieving 
this target. The plan will be implemented 
over the next three years. at year-end 2019, 
17% of our operational assets were already 
certified to ISO 45001.

 
Uniper has always considered it of great 
 importance to systematically document and 
 analyze incidents and near misses and to 
use  effective communications and corrective 
measures to help prevent their reoccur-
rence. As of the end of 2019, the Incident 
Management System (Synergi Life) launched 
in 2018 was in place at all Uniper units, ex-
cept those in Sweden and Russia. There, IT 
security restrictions slowed implementation, 
which will continue in 2020. Synergi Life’s ef-
fectiveness as an incident management tool 
requires the daily commitment of staff 
across the organization. Thanks to training 
and active communications that helped our 
staff become more familiar with the tool, the 
quality of reporting and  incident manage-
ment improved considerably over the course 
of 2019.

 100%
Uniper has set a target of 
upgrading 100% of its oper-
ational assets to ISO 45001
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How we strive to improve 
health and safety

 GRI 103-2, 403-4/5/7/9  Our main safety metric for 
management purposes is the combined total 
recordable incident frequency (combined 
TRIF), which measures the number of 
 incidents per million hours of work. Uniper 
has committed to reducing its combined  
TRIF threshold to 1.0 by 2025 by fostering 
 continual learning, providing training, and 
further improving our management systems. 
We had no fatal and no severe, life-changing 
 accidents in 2019.

Combined TRIF: 1.48
Combined TRIF, which includes the safety 
performance of contractor employees who 
work for us, was 1.48 in 2019 (2018: 1.47), 
significantly below the threshold of 1.75 set 
in 2019. A marginal increase in recordable 
 incidents at steam and nuclear assets was 
 offset by a reduction at hydro assets and 
 operations in Russia. On balance, combined 
TRIF was essentially unchanged.

Employee TRIF: 0.98
TRIF for our own employees was 0.98 in 2019 
(2018: 0.90) due to a slight increase in the 
number of Uniper employees involved in 
 incidents that led to an absence from work. 
 Employee TRIF at our subsidiary in Russia 

 improved again in 2019 and was lower than 
that of most of our other units. This, along 
with lower TRIF at our hydro assets, prevent-
ed a significant increase in employee TRIF.

Contractor TRIF: 2.05
Contractor TRIF declined to 2.05 (2018: 2.18).  
The improvement is possibly a positive effect 
of our systematic contractor management 
and engagement project. Going forward, 
we’ll continue supporting our operational 
business in implementing our standards and 
working to further improve our contractors’ 
safety performance and adherence to our 
standards.

check-ups and extensive exercise programs 
to mental well-being campaigns. Teams 
across Uniper continued to implement 
 actions defined in health action plans. The 
2019 Voice of Uniper employee survey indi-
cated increased satisfaction with Uniper’s 
health support. The average score on the 
 health- related questions increased from 
80%  positive in 2018 to 86% in 2019.

Mental health week
Uniper’s Global Commodities segment held a 
mental health week in late October 2019. It 
consisted of a series workshops designed to 
help employees understand how to recognize 
stress and develop habits for dealing with it. 
Activities included yoga and meditation class-
es, bio-feedback, health screening, group 
 jogging, and healthy breakfasts. We also pro-
duced a self-help booklet, which is now being 
shared more widely across the company. The 
events attracted more than 1,000 employees: 
600 at our headquarters in Düsseldorf and 
400 more at 22 offices worldwide, including 
the United Kingdom, Sweden, Russia, Dubai, 
Singapore and the United States. 

We also report lost-time injury frequency 
(LTIF), which measures the number of lost 
time accidents per million hours of work.

Combined LTIF: 1.05
Employee LTIF: 0.93
Contractor LTIF: 1.19

Contractor LTIF decreased from 1.44 in 2018 
to 1.19 in 2019. The reasons are the same as 
for the decrease in contractor TRIF.

Raising awareness
The safety leadership training provided to 
senior managers since 2016 was scaled back 
in 2019 because all senior managers had 
taken it. Going forward, it will be provided to 
newly hired senior managers and offered as 
a periodic refresher. In 2019, all senior man-
agers and a large percentage of staff in the 
Procurement department received special 
training in HSSE contractor management 
and engagement practices.

Focus on a healthy Uniper
 GRI 403-3/6  Health management continued to 
make progress in 2019. Uniper’s integrated 
health approach offers all employees access 
to a wide range of services, from medical 

86% 
The average score on the 
health- related questions 
 increased from 80% positive 
in 2018 to 86% in 2019.
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Becoming a learning 
organization
Why do the same types of accidents keep recurring? 
How can Uniper get better at learning from good 
practices and from accidents? In 2019, the HSSE & 
Sustainability function launched a project to tackle 
these challenges and become a learning 
 organization.

A thorough review of our existing processes for 
 reporting, documenting, and analyzing incidents 
identifiedwaystoimproveandsimplifythem.This
 applies to communications processes. These pro-
cesses ensure that information about, and lessons 
learned from, incidents at and outside our company 
reach everyone at Uniper who needs them. 
 Implementation of the changes – higher-quality 
 documents, plus new appealing formats, tools, and 
channels – is under way.

The next step is to make sure that lessons learned 
from accident analysis are also understood and, 
more importantly, accepted by those at risk: our 
employees and our contractors’. This, our safety 
and asset experts believe, requires leadership, as 
well as powerful, personal, and compelling 
 communications. These, along with data-driven 
learning, will be crucial to building a team of 
 engaged  leaders and employees who take care of 
 themselves and others. 

The journey of becoming a learning organization 
will take time, passion, and strong beliefs, but it has 
already begun at Uniper. 

An employee at one of 
Uniper’s hydro plants in 
Sweden. 
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Fair and attractive 
employer
 GRI 103-1  Uniper employees are key to our success. The 
 labor market is highly competitive. This makes having a 
strong and attractive employer brand crucial for attracting 
and hiring the kind of people who can help Uniper realize 
its ambition to help ensure a reliable energy supply while 
systematically decarbonizing its portfolio.

We place a significant emphasis on an open and trusting cor-
porate culture, which we call the Uniper Way. It has three 
core elements and three corresponding guiding statements: 
leadership (grow and empower people), teamwork (become 
one and simplify), and individual contribution (act as if it is 
your own company). The Uniper Way is brought to life by 
 being integrated into our management structures, internal 
mechanisms, and day-to-day interactions. Its core elements 
are embedded in the main components of our HR cycle: our 
capability-based approach to hiring and development, 
 guidelines for job interviews, and systematic feedback on 
 employees’ performance, which fosters continuous self- 
reflection and improvement. Supported by digitalization, 
these  elements help create an agile and flexible organization 
with more cost-efficient processes. 

Andreas Schierenbeck (Chief 
ExeuctiveOfficer)withemployeesat 

the 2019 Annual General Meeting.
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How we manage  
our attractiveness  
as an employer

Uniper Trainee Program

 GRI 103-2/3 and GRI 401-2  Our cor-
porate strategy aims to 
make Uniper more stream-
lined, more competitive, and 
more resilient. This includes 
steady progress in decar-
bonization. Our HR activities 
support this strategy by fo-
cusing mainly on capability 
management. We identified 
the capabilities we need to 
achieve our strategic objec-
tives and anticipate changes 
in our competitive environ-
ment. These capabilities are: 
customer interaction, stake-
holder management, change 
management, operational 
excellence, commercial ex-
cellence, HSSE excellence, 
project management, and 
the Uniper Way. We maintain 
and nurture them through a 
capability-based approach to 

hiring and developing peo-
ple. In 2016, Uniper signed 
the German Diversity 
 Charter, a corporate initiative 
to promote diversity at com-
panies and institutions in 
Germany. The signing signi-
fies our voluntary commit-
ment to promote diversity 
and appreciation in our 
 business culture. In 2019, we 
took numerous steps to fur-
ther improve our attractive-
ness as an employer. In 
 January 2020, Leading Em-
ployers, a Düsseldorf-based 
employer evaluation system, 
ranked Uniper in the top 1% 
of German companies, citing 
our qualities as a holistic 
employer. Leading Employer 
uses roughly 8 million pieces 
of data to analyze German 
employers.

Our 18 to 24-month trainee 
program for high-potential 
university graduates is one of 
the ways we ensure we have 
an ample pipeline of talent. 
The program, which rotates 
trainees through several de-
partments at our company, is 
tailored to their individual in-
terests and career plans. In 
2019, 24 new trainees joined 
the program. After their ini-
tial placement, trainees have 
additional placements of 
their choice that can be in a 
different country or a differ-
ent function. The program 
also consists of a variety of 
workshops, training modules, 
and a detailed tour of one of 
our power plants. In 2019, we 
began accepting new train-
ees to the program twice a 

year, too, in April and Octo-
ber. We added more options 
for rotations outside Germa-
ny and a two-week opera-
tional excellence workshop.

Our aim is to retain all train-
ees who want to continue 
their professional journey 
with us. More than 90% of 

Uniper employees  
at Gelsenkirchen in 

Germany.

those who completed the 
program between 2016 and 
year-end 2019 took on a 
 permanent role at Uniper. 
Reviews show that managers 
are very satisfied with train-
ees’ performance in their 
permanent role, and the de-
mand for program graduates 
is high across the company.
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Age range 2019 2018

<21 110 122

21-30 492 466

31-40 378 232

41-50 210 156

51-60 140 83

>60 46 22

Total 1,376 1,081

1  These figures include new permanent 
staff, temporary staff, managing 
directors/board members, interns/ 
work-study students, and apprentices.

New hires from   
the external market  
by age range1

Two employees at 
 Holford Gas Storage 
 facility in the United 

Kingdom. 

How we reward and  
manage our workforce

 GRI 103-1/2 and GRI 401-2  Competitive compensa-
tion and benefits are essential for attracting 
and retaining talented people. A portion of 
employees’ compensation is variable and re-
flects both Uniper’s performance (including 
occupational health and safety) and employ-
ees’ individual performance. We provide our 
employees with other valuable benefits, such 
as disability insurance and family coverage. 
In several countries we provide attractive re-
tirement plans as well. This helps our people 
lay the foundation for their future financial 
security and their dependents’, while at the 
same time fostering employee retention.

We offer flexible work schedules. In Germany, 
for example, our works agreement states 
that we strive to make family and career 
compatible and therefore support part-time 
work, if operational needs permit. Parental 
leave is granted as prescribed by law. 
 Flexible work arrangements, job-sharing, 
mobile work, and help with child, home, and 
elder care are some of the ways we make it 
easier for employees to have a healthy work-
life balance. 

 GRI 401-1  In 2019, we hired 1,376 new employ-
ees from outside our company, 281 of them 
on temporary contracts. The majority were 
recruited in Germany (41.2%) and Russia 
(42.7%). At year-end 2019, 4.8% of our 
 employees were working part-time. This is 
 higher than in 2018 (4.4%).

Training
We offer vocational training for a wide vari-
ety of commercial and technical occupations, 
as well as internships to prepare young 
 people for an apprenticeship. We had 202 
 apprentices and 130 work-study students 
and interns in Germany at year-end 2019. 
 Alongside our Graduate Trainee scheme, 
these programs help us meet the challenges 
of  demographic change and a shortage of 
 qualified personnel.

Training is tailored to an employee’s individu-
al needs and, increasingly, combines face-to-
face with online learning. In 2019, Uniper 
continued to conduct training mandated by 
law and necessary for practical reasons in 
order to ensure the long-term resilience of 
its business operations. The choice of 
 apprenticeship occupation and of training 
 location is increasingly based on the specific 
qualification requirements of individual 
 Uniper companies.
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Diversity  
and  
inclusion 
 GRI 103-1  An open, inclusive, and creative 
corporate culture can unlock hidden value 
for our business, enable our people to real-
ize their full potential, and foster innovation 
and resilience. Promoting diversity and 
 inclusion, treating them as an opportunity, 
and combating discrimination have all been 
an integral part of the Uniper Way from the 
beginning. Uniper seeks growth through 
 innovation. We know from experience that 
teamswhosemembershavedifferingper-
spectives and horizons of experience are 
capable of developing more innovative and 
creative solutions than homogeneous 
teams. Consequently, a diverse workforce 
will better enable us to meet the needs of 
diverse stakeholders and customers and to 
support our strategy for international 
growth, decarbonization, and sustainability. 
For all these reasons, diversity and 
 inclusion are a top priority for Uniper.

How we manage 
diversity and inclusion

 GRI 103-2/3  Uniper’s Management Board is 
 fully committed to promoting diversity and 
inclusion (D&I) in the six dimensions defined 
by the German Diversity Charter: gender, 
 nationality or ethnic background, religion or 
worldview, disability, age or generation, and 
sexual orientation and identity.

Diversity is a long-term corporate objective 
that we intend to achieve through the 
 commitment of senior management and 
 employees alike. We want to create a work 
 atmosphere that embraces differences and 
in which all employees feel respected, 
 comfortable, and included in their team. We 
 believe that respecting employees for their 
uniqueness enables them to deliver their 
best  performance. Diversity encourages new 
 perspectives, creativity, reflection, and 
 innovation, all of which are crucial for our 
 success. We’ve revised a range of HR 
 processes – including recruiting, onboarding, 
learning, succession, and rewards – from a 
D&I  perspective, and taken specific steps to 
help managers and employees better 
 understand what D&I means for Uniper’s 
corporate  culture.
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Fostering an open corporate culture will en-
able us to reflect societal change and help us 
prevent a future shortage of skilled workers. 
As part of this effort, we offer employee 
eLearning modules on diversity, inclusion, 
and preventing unconscious bias. We also 
provide managers with training in inclusive 
leadership. 

Anti-discrimination management 
Uniper is committed to not tolerating 
 discrimination or harassment in any form.  
It complies with anti-discrimination laws  
and regulations in the countries where it 
 operates, such as the German General Anti- 
Discrimination Act. Compliance is supported 
by clear company policies and training. 

In consultation with works councils, we 
 designed a process to deal with potential 
 violations quickly and fairly. If employees  
feel that they or a colleague are being ha-
rassed, they are encouraged to contact their 
HR  department, their unit’s Compliance  
Officer, the Works Council, or, if they wish to  
remain anonymous, an internal or external 
 whistleblower hotline. We take violations 
very  seriously and do everything we can to 
rectify the situation, including taking 
 disciplinary  action.

An employee at 
EnfieldPower
Station in the 
United Kingdom. 
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Diversity and Inclusion 
Improvement Plan

In 2018, a team of senior managers, six D&I 
ambassadors from different units, and staff 
from HR and Communications designed a 
D&I Improvement Plan for 2018-2020. The 
Management Board, which approved the plan 
in 2018, believes it will enhance our compa-
ny’s potential for innovation and growth. The 
plan, which sets targets for increasing em-
ployee engagement in teams and combating 
discrimination, focuses on three areas:

  leadership and culture
  communication
  infrastructure and compliance

The plan is implemented by senior 
 managers, who actively raise their team’s 
 awareness of diversity and inclusion. These 
efforts are supplemented by company-wide 
 communications on these issues. We are 
 currently shifting to a project-oriented 
 approach in which executives one level 
 below the  Management Board will take the 
lead in  i mplementing diversity projects in 
their area of  responsibility. 

In 2019, senior managers were encouraged 
to develop a D&I plan for their area of 
 responsibility and include it in their 2019 
 objectives. Managers at all levels attended 
 workshops and received peer coaching to 
assist them in developing and embracing 
 inclusive leadership practices. In addition, a 
new  training course was made available to 
new and current employees. It presents D&I 
as  integral to Uniper’s culture and success. 
We also took steps to promote diversity in 
 recruitment and selection processes. These 
and similar initiatives will continue in 2020.

> 95%
Uniper has set a target  
of achieving an employee 
inclusion indicator of over 
95% by 2022

Furthermore, in 2019 we updated the D&I 
 Improvement Plan based on feedback from 
across Uniper. The purpose was to reinforce 
awareness of D&I principles and help them 
become the new normal throughout our or-
ganization. We also published a D&I Guide in 
Germany, Britain, Sweden, and Benelux (for 
more information, see the Case Study below). 
In November, we conducted a D&I awareness 
campaign in these same countries. It includ-
ed a video message from a Management 
Board member about inclusion’s importance 
for Uniper’s culture and performance, as 
well as for individual employee’s job satis-
faction and sense of belonging. Finally, 
events and internal communications high-
lighted International Woman’s Day, Diversity 
Day, World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dia-
logue and Development, and other such days.

Uniper has set a target of achieving an 
 employee inclusion indicator of over 95% by 
2022. This means that at least 95% of em-
ployees say in The Voice of Uniper, our 
 annual employee survey, that they feel 

 included in their team. The employee 
 inclusion indicator increased from 80% in 
2018 to 87% in 2019. This was a noteworthy 
 improvement but  below our target of 95%.

The annual survey also measures employ-
ees’ awareness of the Uniper Way and how it 
is brought to life by managers and teams. 
The findings are used to design measures 
that promote the continuous adoption of the 
Uniper Way. The 2019 survey indicated that 
employees are aware of the need for contin-
ual change and that the focus should remain 
on further enhancing Uniper’s corporate 
 culture. The 2019 survey also showed that 
 employees increasingly recognize and value 
 initiatives to enhance diversity and inclusion.
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Preventing discrimination  
and harassment

We provide training to our managers and ex-
ecutives to help them recognize and prevent 
even the most subtle forms of discrimination, 
harassment, and bias. In response to a vari-
ety of feedback – from our 2018 employee 
survey, HR, the D&I ambassador for gender, 
and a working group from the General Works 
Council – we developed new guidelines for 
dealing with workplace harassment. In 2019,  
the HR community was provided with 
 training on dealing with harassment.

We actively seek to hire minorities and peo-
ple with disabilities, support their profes-
sional and personal development, and 
 promote them. In addition, the recruitment 
process was revised from a D&I perspective, 
and several steps were added to the hiring 
process to ensure that inclusiveness is a 
 criterion. Also, training designed to combat 
 unconscious bias was provided to line 
 managers and recruiting staff. 

Promoting gender equality  GRI 103-2, 405-1 
Uniper’s target is for women to account for 
25% of our high-level executives by June 
2022. At year-end 2019, 20% of these 
 positions were held by women. We intend to 
reach our target for 2022 through more 
 diverse selection and recruitment 
 procedures, mentoring, flexible work 
 arrangements for all employees, and similar 
 measures.  Women made up 24.6% of our 
workforce in total in 2019, almost unchanged 
from the prior-year figure of 24.2%. 
 Succession planning for  executives was 
 adjusted in 2019 to foster  women’s 
 promotion to more senior roles.

Diversity Day 
In May 2019, we celebrated our second Diver-
sity Day at many of our offices and facilities 
in Germany, Britain, and Sweden. The 
 purpose is to create an opportunity for man-
agers and employees to talk about various 
 aspects of diversity. Activities included 
 discussion groups, lunch talks, and experi-
ence reports from employees with disabili-
ties. A reverse-mentoring project in which 
junior colleagues mentor senior managers, 
which was piloted in 2018, was put in place 
across the company in 2019.
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Encouraging girls to choose STEM and Uniper
OnMarch28,2019,about100,000girlsaged
ten or older visited around 10,000 compa-
nies, research centers, and universities 
across Germany. The initiative, called Girls’ 
Day – Future Prospects for Girls, is under 
the patronage of the German Federal Minis-
try for Education. Its purpose is to give girls 
an opportunity to learn more about STEM 
(science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics) careers and, ideally, spur 
their interest in embarking on one. Uniper 
has participated in the initiative for years 
and did so again in 2019. At our headquar-
ters in Düsseldorf, for example, a dozen 
girls in grades seven to nine spent the day 
with a number of Uniper employees and 
 apprentices in technical occupations: an 

 employee specializing in quantitative analy-
sis explained how electricity trading works 
andgavethematourofourtradingfloor;
an IT security employee showed the pupils 
how to keep their mobile phones secure; 
andfinally,apprenticesfromavarietyof
vocations – IT, event management, and of-
ficemanagement–gavethegirlsanover-
view of their training programs. Girls’ Day 
is an opportunity for Uniper to connect with 
girls and young women early and familiar-
ize them with the exciting career opportuni-
ties in the energy industry. Statistics from 
the Ministry for Education show that partici-
patingpaysoff:about40%ofgirlswould
like to do an internship or receive training 
at the organization they visited.

Employees at 
 Maasvlakte Power 
 Station in the 
 Netherlands. 
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99.3%
of the water we withdrew in 2019  
was discharged back to source

Environmental 
protection

 GRI 103-1  We’re committed to minimizing pollution and protecting the  
environment. We actively manage our operations so that they have the least 
possible  negative environmental and social impacts. Using natural resources 
efficientlyandresponsiblyisimportanttous.
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-35%
sulphur dioxide emissions  
declined by 35% from 2018 to 2019

-29%
less coal consumed in our own  
power plants from 2018 to 2019

Commitments
Promote waste reduction, land  
pollution prevention, and  
environmentally responsible mining

Work with contractors, suppliers, and 
industrial customers to adopt a life-cycle 
approach in order to protect the 
environment, use resources efficiently,  
and market Uniper’s by-products

Targets
Have no severe environmental incidents

Maintain certification of 100% of Uniper’s 
operational assets to ISO 14001

Contribution to the  
UN SDGs
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Environmental 
protection
 GRI 103-1  Uniper’s awareness of its environmental impacts 
is strategically important because the environmental 
performanceofitsassetssignificantlyaffectsits
operatingefficiency,marketposition,andreputation.
 Uniper is  committed to complying with all applicable laws 
topreventuncontrolledemissionstotheair,water,and
soil.Effortsthatgobeyondcomplianceareevaluatedona
cost-benefitbasisandcoordinatedcentrallywiththeaim
ofhavingalowexposuretoreputationalandlegalrisks.
Tomitigateenvironmentalrisks,theHSSE&Sustainability
functionatUniperGroupManagementdefinesand
 implements  dedicated environmental management 
 systems (EMS).

Continually improving our  
environmental performance

 GRI 103-2/3  To minimize environmental risks, 
we have in place management systems 
certifiedtoISO14001,theinternationally
recognizedstandardforenvironmentalman-
agement.Asofyear-end2019,100%ofthe
operationalassetsofUniper’sfullyconsoli-
datedsubsidiarieshadretainedtheirISO
14001certifications.AllofUniper’sfossil-
fueledpowerplantsandenergystorage
facilitiesinGermanyhadretainedtheircerti-
ficationtoISO50001,astandardforenergy
management.Allourindustrialfacilitiesin
othercountries(theNetherlands,Hungary,
Russia,Sweden,andtheUnitedKingdom)
retainedtheirISO14001certifications.

Webelievethathavingourindustrialfacili-
tiescertifiedtoISO14001enhancesourabil-
itytopreventincidentsthatcouldhavead-
verseimpactsontheenvironment.We’re
thereforecommittedtomaintaining100%
ISO14001certificationforthesefacilities.

Wecarefullyinvestigateallincidentsandall
significantenvironmentalnear-hitsandtake
appropriatestepstopreventthemfrom
 recurring. We also systematically share 
knowledgeaboutpreviousincidents–atour
companyandacrosstheindustry–sothat
theyarenotrepeated.In2019,wehadno
severeenvironmentalincidents,whichwe
defineas“thereleaseofasubstancetothe
soil,water,orairthatwouldresultinalong-
term or irreversible change in the biological 
or physical environment or an extensive loss 
ofhabitatsorspecies.”

Environmental compliance
 GRI 307-1 InOctober2018,mediareports
questionedthelegalityofco-firingoilpellets
at Scholven, a power plant we operate in 
west-centralGermany.Thereportsledto
publiccomplaints.InFebruary2019,the
North Rhine-Westphalian state legislature 
discussedtheissueandtaskedthestate’s100%

ofouroperationalfacilities
maintainedtheirISO14001
certification
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MinistryfortheEnvironment,Agriculture,
andConsumerProtectiontoexaminethe
legalsituation.Theministry’sreportcon-
firmedthatScholven’sco-firingofoilpellets
iscompletelylegal.However,underthe
conditionsofthepermit,oilpelletsmayonly
beacceptedandcombustedifthematerialis
analyzedbeforehandtocheckforcompliance
regardingitscomposition.Furtherinvestiga-
tionshowedthaton18daysin2017and
2018,Unipercouldnotdemonstrate
compliancewithsomeoftheseconditions.
Thisresultedinafine,imposedbythe
MünsterdistrictgovernmentinNovember
2019fornon-compliancewithScholven’s
environmentalpermit.Toavoidsimilar
situationsinthefuture,Uniperhasreviewed
itsprocessesatScholvenforensuring
 permit  compliance.

Wackersdorf,  
Germany
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12.0kilotonsofsulphurdioxide(SO2)  
emissions 
SO2resultsprimarilyfromthecombustionof
sulphurouscoal.Flue-gasdesulfurization
equipmentcapturesabout90%ofourSO2 
emissionsandpreventsthemfromentering
theatmosphere.Weemitted12.0kilotonsof
SO2in2019,justunder6.4kilotonslessthan
in2018.

Air emissions
 GRI 103-1-3, 305-7  Air emissions are an import-
ant topic for local stakeholders. We define 
significant air emissions as regulated under 
international conventions and/or national 
laws or regulations. 

18%
reductionofnitrousoxide
emissionsfrom2018to2019

BREF: reducing the 
emissions of fossil-
fueled power plants

47.3kilotonsofnitrousoxides(NOx) 
emissions
MostNOxemissionsareproducedfromthe
reactionbetweennitrogenandoxygen
duringcombustionathightemperatures.Our
gas-andcoal-firedpowerstationsemitNOx,
themajoritycomingfromourpowerstations
inRussia.In2019,theseemissionsdeclined
by10.1kilotonsyearonyearto47.3kilotons.

1.53kilotonsofdustemissions
Despitebeingequippedwithextensivefilters,
coal-firedpowerstationsemitdust,whichis
definedasparticleswithadiameterofat
most10microns.Ourdust(orparticulate)
emissionswere0.04kilotonslowerin2019
thanin2018.

In2019,wefurtherreducedourSO2,NOx,
anddustemissionsmainlybecauseour
coal-firedpowerplantsinGermanyandthe
UnitedKingdomoperatedless,Maasvlakte
coal-firedpowerstationintheNetherlands
shutdownforsixmonthsduetoequipment
failure,andwesoldourgenerationbusiness
inFrancemid-year.

12.0

2019

20.6

2017

18.4

2018

SO2 emissions  
2017–2019(kilotons)

47.3

2019

60.6

2017

57.4

2018

NOxemissions
2017–2019(kilotons)

Wemonitorlegislativeprocessesthatcould
resultinchangestoenvironmentallawsand
regulationswhereweoperate.In2019
regulatoryagenciesinanumberofcountries
reviewedtheinformationweprovided,
detailinghowweintendtocomplywiththe
updatedBestAvailableTechniquesReference
(BREF)documentbytheEuropean
Commission.BREFsetsstricteremission
standardsthatconventionalpowerplants
mustmeetby2021unlesstheyobtaina
formalderogation.Inafewcases,our
environmentalpermitswereupdatedtoin-
cludethenewemissionslimits.InGermany,
theprocesswasdelayedowingtoitsrelation
to the coal phaseout, which is a much larger 
politicalissue.Inlate2019,Germanagencies
issueddraftguidancewhichmaybeputinto
draftlegislationin2020.
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Mercury control 
technology in Schkopau
Emissions standards are becoming stricter. 
 Schkopau, a lignite-fired power station we operate 
in the state of Saxony-Anhalt in eastern Germany, 
required the installation of additional mercury 
 control technology to comply with the new Industri-
al  Emissions Directive’s (IED) annual emission 
threshold of 10 micrograms per normal cubic meter 
in 2019.  After carefully considering several solu-
tions, we selected activated carbon injection (ACI) 
and retrofitted this equipment to Schkopau units A 
and B in 2018. Activated carbon absorbs mercury 
from the exhaust stream and is trapped by the 
 power  station’s filtering equipment, preventing the 
 mercury from entering the atmosphere. ACI is a 
cost- effective solution that improves the mercury 
capture rate from 20% to 75%.The equipment en-
tered  service in both of Schkopau’s units in March 
2019,  enabling Schkopau to comply with the IED.

In February 2020, we signed an agreement to sell 
our 58% stake in Schkopau to Saale Energie GmbH, 
a subsidiary of Czech energy producer EPH, which 
owns the other 42%. The transfer of ownership will 
take place in October 2021. This will mark the end 
of Uniper’s lignite-fired power generation in 
 Europe. Schkopau Power  

Station in Germany.

Energy 
efficiency
 GRI 103-2/3   G4-EU11, G4-EU30  Improving energy 
efficiencyenablesustoconserveenergy,
primarilyinthreeareas.First,bymaking
technicalupgrades,improvingourproduc-
tionprocesses,andpursuingoperational
excellencewecanraisetheefficiencyof
our power plants. This enables us to 
 generate more power and heat without 
consuming more fuel and thus to reduce 
ourplants’environmentalimpact.Second,
by reducing the energy consumed at our 
facilitieswecanmakeourorganization
moreenergyefficient.Third,byproviding
individuallytailoredefficiencysolutionsto
 industrial enterprises we can help them 
becomemoreenergyefficientandthus
 climate-friendlier.
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HowUniperenhances
energyefficiency

Flexible,efficientpowerplants
Ouraimisalwaystoderiveasmuchenergy
aspossiblefromeachunitoffuel.Thisre-
ducesourenvironmentalfootprintandcosts.

The improvement process is ongoing. Each 
yearweinvesttoupgradethetechnologyina
numberofourpowerplantsandtoincrease
theirefficiency,flexibility,andavailability.In
addition,theenergymanagementsystemsof
allourcoal-andgas-firedpowerplantsin
GermanyarecertifiedtoISO50001,an
internationallyrecognizedstandardforsuch
systems.Bysystematicallyassessinghow
our plants use energy in various operational 
modes,weidentifypotentialsavings.The
focusisonmakingthepower-production
modeasefficientaspossibleandon
reducingauxiliarypowerconsumption,
especiallywhenaplantisinreservemodeor
atastandstill.Also,whencomponentsare
dueforreplacement,weaimtoinstallmore
energy-efficientmodels.

Helpingindustrialcustomersbemore
 competitive and sustainable
Energy-efficiencysolutionsforEurope’s
manufacturingindustryisabigandgrowing
market.Evenconservativeestimatespredict
thatoverthenextdecadeitwillexpandfrom
€17billionto€26billionannually.

Thereasonsforthisgrowtharethreefold:
regulation,costpressure,andsustainability
ambitions.Whenmanufacturersuseenergy
moreefficiently,theyspendlessmoneyonit
andemitlesscarbon.Inshort,greater
efficiencyisgoodfortheirbottomlineas
wellastheirsustainabilityperformanceand
reputation.However,alotoflow-hanging
fruit,suchasreplacingstandardlightbulbs
withLED,hasalreadybeenharvestedinthe
pastfewyears.Today,thepressureonin-
dustrialenterprisesisincreasing,andmany
arelookingforsupporttotakethenextstep.

InOctober2019,Uniperinitiatedanew
strategicprojectcalledEnEffthatisalready
helpingindustrialcustomerstakethisnext
step–fortheirbenefitandthatoftheplanet.
Thisservicewillnowbeexpanded.To
achievethis,theEnEffteamguidesand
supportscustomersontheirjourneyto
greaterefficiencyanddecarbonization.

Thefirststepisforourenergy-efficiency
expertstohelpcustomersidentifypotential
savingsandprioritizeoptimizationmeasures
fortheirindustrialprocesses.Second,the
EnEffteamarrangesforUniperengineers
andtechnicianstoimplementthemeasures.

Finally,itverifiesthatthepromisedenergy
savingshavebeenachieved.Thiscompre-
hensivesolutionreducescomplexityfor
customersandthustheirtransactioncosts.

TheEnEffteamhasdesignedabroader
energy-efficiencyofferingthatcanbeadapt-
edtoeachcustomer’sspecificneeds.Itis
currentlymarket-testingthisoffering,initial-
ly in Germany, so that Uniper can help more 
industrialenterprisesbemoreefficient,
morecompetitive,andmoresustainable.

An employee at  
Öresundsverket Power 
Plant in Sweden. 
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Waste minimization, 
fuels,and 
by-products
 GRI 103-1 We’recommittedtominimizingwaste,usingfuels
andothernaturalresourcesefficientlyandresponsibly,
andmarketingtheby-productsofpowergenerationso
thattheydon’tendupinlandfill,andsothatnoadditional
energyisconsumedtomakethem.Ourabilitytodeliveron
thiscommitmentaffectsnotonlyouroperatingefficiency,
margins,marketposition,andthepublic’sperceptionofus
but also the communities near our assets.

 GRI 103-2/3, 306-2 Onewayweshrinkourenvironmentalfoot-
printisbyavoidingwasteorreusingit.Wasteresultsfrom
ouroperationsandourprojectstodismantleassets.We
alwaystrytoreuseandrecycleasmuchwasteaspossible,
butourprimaryobjectiveisnottoproduceanywasteinthe
firstplace.

Wesellby-productslikegypsum,whichisusedtomake
buildingmaterials.Usingthisby-productdisplacesCO2 
emissionsandvirgin-minedgypsum,supportingamore
sustainablerawmaterialsupplychain.Weproduced0.235
millionmetrictonsofoperationalwastein2019,aslight
increasefrom2018(0.217millionmetrictons).

Managing radioactive 
waste in Sweden

We operate or have stakes in nuclear power 
plants(NPPs)inSwedenwhichproducelow-,
intermediate-,andhigh-levelradioactive
waste.Thiswastetotaled940in2019,less
thanin2018(1,195metrictons).Ofthistotal,
88metrictonswashigh-levelradioactive
waste(2018:210metrictons);852metric
tonswaslow-levelradioactivewasteand
intermediate-levelradioactivewaste(2018:
985metrictons).

We have a serious responsibility to ensure 
thatthiswasteishandled,stored,anddis-
posedofproperly.That’swhysafety,aswell
asradiationandenvironmentalprotection
arehighprioritiesforus.Nuclearwasteis
managedinaccordancewithSwedishlaw.
NuclearpowercompaniesinSweden
establishedtheSwedishNuclearFueland
WasteManagementCompany(SKB)inthe
1970s.SKB’smissionistomanageand
disposeofallradioactivewastefrom
SwedishNPP’sinawaythatensuresmaxi-
mumsafetyforpeopleandtheenvironment.
Weandtheminorityshareholdershavede-
signedalong-term,jointstrategyfordis-
mantlingBarsebäckNPP’stwounits,and
units1and2atOskarshamn.Decommis-
sioningisunderwayatallfourunits.This
willgenerallyleadtoanincreaseinalllevels
ofradioactivewasteintheyearsahead.

Uniper employees 
at Datteln Power 

Plant in Germany.
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Coal and lignite 
consumption reductions

Maximizing the reuse of 
power-plant by-products

Ourcoal-firedpowerplantsconsumed11.8
millionmetrictonsofcoalandlignitein2019,
about4.9milliontonslessthanin2018.
Continualupgradesofourassetshave
enabledustoconsumelesscoaltoproduce
morepower.However,themainreasonsfor
theyear-on-yeardeclineinourcoalusage
werethatsomeofourplantsoperatedbelow
theirfullcapacityorweremothballed,
whereasothershavebeendecommissioned
afterreachingtheendoftheiruseful
operatinglifeorsold.

Increasingly,weaimforalife-cycleapproachforour
operations.Aspartofthisapproach,wemarketby-products
fromourfossil-fueledpowerplants.Theseplantsare
equippedwithflue-gascleaningsystemsthatabsorbsulphur
compoundsandotherenvironmentallyharmfulmaterialsin
pulverizedflyash,furnacebottomash,andgypsum.Our
customersusetheseby-productstobuildroadbedsandto
manufacturedrywallandotherbuildingmaterials.This
displacesthecarbondioxidethatwouldotherwisebeemitted
tomanufacturethesematerials,therebymakingtheraw
materialsupplychainmoresustainable.Italsopreventsash
andgypsumfromendingupinlandfills.Weproduced0.93
millionmetrictonsofpulverizedflyashandfurnacebottom
ashin2019(2018:1.44millionmetrictons)andsoldor
recovered94%ofit.

Gypsumisaby-productofthedesulfurizationprocessin
coal-firedpowerstations.In2019,weproduced0.6million
metrictonsofit(2018:0.9millionmetrictons).Werecovered
andsold99.8%ofitasby-products.Ourby-productgypsum
displacesvirgin-minedgypsumandismainlyusedforthe
manufacturingofdrywallandothergypsum-basedbuilding
materials.

Oskarshamn Power 
Station in Sweden.

11.8

2019

18.3

2017

16.7

2018

Coalandlignite
 consumption in our 
own power plants  
(millionmetrictons)
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Promotingbiodiversity
Promoting Biodiversity
 GRI 103-1  We recognize that our operations 
havethepotentialtoimpactbiodiversity,
directlyandindirectly.Westrivetominimize
anyrisksouroperationsposetobiodiversity
bycomplyingwithapplicablelawsand
regulationsandbymanagingourassets
carefully.Wealsoworkwithrelevantgovern-
mentagenciesandwithnatureconservancy
organizationstopromotebiodiversity,atand
aroundourassets.

 GRI 103-2/3 Aspartofobtainingpermissionto
buildandoperateapowerplantorotherin-
dustrialasset,wecompilebiodiversitydata
aboutthesiteandsurroundingareas,assess
theasset’spotentialimpacts,andputin
place,ofteninconsultationwithconservation
agencies, management controls to minimize 
theseimpacts.Throughoutanasset’soper-
atinglife,wemonitorthecontrols’effective-
ness.Inaddition,weprotectand,ifpossible,
enhancetheecologicalvalueofthelandand
wateraroundourassetsandeducateour
staffandcontractorsontheimportanceof
protectingandenhancingbiodiversity.

Fastlaneforfish
 GRI 103-2, 304-1/2/3 Forfish,ahydroelectric
plant is an insurmountable obstacle. Conse-
quently,nearlyallourrun-of-riverhydro
plantsinGermanyandSwedenofferfishan

alternateroute:aman-madecreek,calleda
fishpassorfishladder,whichenablesfish
andotherwaterdwellerstogetaroundthe
plantsafely.In2019,webeganupgradingthe
fishpassatAltheim,ahydroplantsituated
ontheIsarRiver,about70kilometers
northeastofMunich.Theimprovements
includecreatingsegmentswithdifferent
currentsanddepthsalongthe3.6-kilometer
passtoprovidearangepotentialofhabitats.
Themeasures,whichwillbeevaluatedin
2020,arepartofFIThydro,aproject
supportedbyHorizon2020,theEuropean
Union’s€77billionresearchandinnovation
framework.

Litzau Loop: creating breeding grounds  
forfishandbirds
We’recreatingtherightplaceforavarietyof
speciestobeabletobreednearDessauand
Dornau,twoofourhydroelectricplantsin
Bavaria.SituatedontheLechRiverabout70
kilometerssouthwestofMunich,thetwo
plantsarealsoconnectedbythelastnatural
free-flowingsegmentoftherivercalledthe
LitzauLoop.Thissegment,whichisabout15
kilometerslong,isabiodiversenaturere-
serve.Incollaborationwiththelocalwater
managementauthority,we’reconductinga
three-stageprojecttocreatehabitats,such
asagravel-bedspawninggroundandre-
duced-flowbranches,foravarietyoffish,

Wastenot,wantnot–evenwhen
it’sradioactive
Nuclear energy is far less controversial in Sweden than in some 
other countries and meets about 40% of its electricity needs. We 
know that the right to operate nuclear power plants (NPPs) gives 
us the obligation to dismantle retired assets responsibly. We’re 
living up to this responsibility and also doing something novel: 
 recycling radioactive waste.

Our first nuclear reactor, Barsebäck 1, was closed in 1999. Since 
then we’ve decommissioned the other unit at Barsebäck and two 
of the three units at Oskarshamn NPP. Only 6% of the waste from 
these units is radioactive and will be removed by 2028. The 
high-level radioactive waste has already been transferred to a 
storage facility next to Oskarshamn.

In October 2019, we entered into a partnership with Cyclife 
 Sweden AB, a subsidiary of French energy group EDF that 
 specializes in handling radioactive material. Cyclife will help us 
deal with the intermediate-level radioactive waste and low-level 
 radioactive waste. Intermediate-level radioactive waste, which is 
too harmful to recycle, is mixed with concrete and sealed in 
 barrels, which are moved to a storage facility. 

Low-level radioactive waste can be destroyed through smelting 
and incineration. But some of it is safe enough to be recycled into 
a variety of products, including power cables, welding equipment, 
and tool boxes. We expect to reclassify and recycle about half of 
the total waste – low-level radioactive waste and standard waste 
– from the four units, thereby conserving valuable resources and 
reducing environmental impact.

Barsebäck is the first NPP in Sweden to be dismantled. This 
makes us pioneers in dismantling nuclear assets. We intend to 
market this experience and expertise to other generators, helping 
them retire decommissioned assets responsibly and minimize 
waste. 
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includingDanubesalmon,nase,andbarbel.
Inaddition,thevegetationonsmallislandsin
theriverisbeingreducedtoofferanideal
breedinggroundforlittleringedploverand
otherbirds.Stagetwooftheprojectwas
completedinJanuary2020.Stagethreewill
takeplaceinthewinterof2020/2021.

A new home for eels
Weoperateanumberofhydroelectricplants
ontheÄtranRivernearthewestcoastof
Sweden.TheÄtrananditsbanksprovidethe
habitatforawidevarietyofspecies.One
whosenumbershavebeendecliningin
 recent years is the European eel (Anguilla 
anguilla).Inpartnershipwithothercompa-
niesthatoperatedamsontheriver,Uniperis
conductingaprojecttoannuallyrestockthe
Ätranwithelvers(youngeels)fromthe
 English Channel, which has a surplus. Stock-
ingofimportedandquarantinedeelsisan
importantpartofSweden’seelmanagement
inlinewiththeEuropeanEelRegulation.In
2019,weandourprojectpartnersgave
around15,000elversanewhomeinSweden.

From coal mine to habitat
LignitewasminedoutsideWackersdorf,a
townlocatedabout85kilometerseastof
Nuremberg,forsevendecades.Infact,
WackersdorfwastheformerWestGerma-
ny’ssecond-largestlignitemine.Mining

operationsinWackersdorfceasedinthe
1980s,andE.ONshutdownitslignite-fired
powerstationtherein2002.Uniper,asthe
successorentitytoE.ON’sgeneration
 business, has the responsibility to complete 
therecultivationoftheformeropen-cast
mines.Itisthefinalstepintheprocessof
dismantlingthepowerstation.Theprojectis
creatingnewhabitatsforavarietyofanimal
species,includingnatterjacktoads,dormice,
andsandlizards.Itwillalsoincludethe
transformationofaconiferousforestintoa
deciduousforest,whichprovidesamuch
betterhabitatforfloraandfauna.
Recultivationisscheduledtobecompletedin
2023,andUniperisindiscussionstomake
muchofthelandavailableforpublicuse.

01 A Falcon at the 
Wackersdorf  

recultivation site. 

02 Litzauer loop  
on the river Lech, 

 Germany.

01

02
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WaterFrameworkDirective
TheEUenactedtheWaterFramework
Directive(WFD)in2000.Itobligesmember
statestoachieveagoodstatusforallbodies
ofwaterwithintheirjurisdiction.Wefully
supporttheWFD.Theprojectsdescribed
 below, as well as many others, have contrib-
utedandarecontributingtoitsrealization.

Total water withdrawal and discharge
In2019,wewithdrew4.0billioncubicmeters
(bcm)ofwaterforourcoolingoperations
(mainlyseawater),ayear-on-yearreduction
ofaround0.3bcm(2018:4.3bcm).Themain

reasonwasthatsomeofourplantsinthe
Netherlands,Germany,andtheUnited
Kingdomoperatedlessfrequently,andwe
soldourFrenchgenerationbusinessinJuly
2019.Wedischargebacktosourcealarge
proportion–99.3%in2019–ofthewaterwe
withdraw.

Getting the mix right to reduce water usage
Scholven,acoal-firedpowerstationin
west-centralGermanythatwe’reconverting
togas,hasaccesstothreesourcesofwater:
rainwater,treatedwastewater,andpotable
water.Oneofthecurrentcoal-firedgenerating 
unitsisequippedwithaplantthatrequires
waterforitsoperation.Weranaseriesof
tests,whichwerecompletedinMarch2020,
todeterminethemaximumproportionof
treatedwastewatertheplantcoulduse
withoutadeclineinperformance.Although
wefoundthattheplantstillrequiressome
potable water to operate properly, the  
testshaveenabledustoreduceitspotable
waterconsumptionbyupto100,000cubic
meters per month. Moreover, increasing the 
proportionoftreatedwastewaterinthe 
mixreducesourcostsfordischargeaswell.
We’resharingthefindingswithourother
power plants so that they can use less  
potable water too.

Water optimization
 GRI 103-1  Water is crucial to our business. 
Ourhydroelectricstationsaresituatedon
numerous large and small bodies of  water 
inGermanyandSweden.Toproducepower,
theyneedsufficientwaterflowinrivers
orsufficientwaterlevelsinreservoirs.
Inaddition,ourthermalpowerstations
drawcoolingwaterfromestuaries,rivers,
and the sea. As we develop our business 
in parts of the world where water scar-
cityisamoreurgentissue,wemustbe
 particularly vigilant.

 GRI 103-2/3 We’recommittedtousingwater
responsibly.Wedothisbycomplyingwithall
applicablelaws,regulations,andpermitcon-
ditions,bymanagingourassetscarefully,
andbyutilizinginternalcontrolsdesignedto
minimizewater-relatedrisks.Inthedecades
ahead,climatechangeislikelytochange
weatherpatterns,whichwouldprobably
affectthehydrologicalcycleintheregions

Themainstepswetake 
to improve our water use  GRI 103-2, 303-1, 304-1/3 

whereweoperatehydropowerplants.For
example,longdroughtswouldalterriver
flowandreducetheamountofwater
availablefortheseplants.Waterscarcityis
alsolikelytoaffecttheamountofcooling
wateravailableforourthermalpower
plants.Ourchallengeistofindsustainable
watersourcesandtreatmentmethodsto
ensureourplants’futureavailability.

One of Uniper’s  
Hydro plants in Sweden.
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55%
In 2019 we purchased 55% of  
our coal from suppliers that have 
pledged to adhere to the  
Bettercoal Code of Conduct.

Human rights 
and compliance 
culture
We want to do more than what is legally required. This means operating with high ethi-
cal standards and putting them into practice every day, in everything we do and every-
where we do business. Good corporate governance is therefore a top priority at Uniper. 
We endorse the  German Corporate Governance Code, which seeks to promote respon-
sible, transparent corporate governance and controls. Our business is global and thus 
our potential impact is as well. For example, our procurement and trading of coal and 
gas may have an indirect impact on human rights issues and possibly expose us to 
risks. We also face potential compliance and social risks when we provide services in 
countries whose institutions are insufficiently transparent and robust. In today’s digi-
tal world, protecting the data of our employees, contractors, and customers has be-
come a crucial task and an essential part of our compliance culture.
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1  The screening system is defined in the Know-Your-
Counterparty Business Policy used by Uniper Global 
Commodities, Procurement, and Energy Services.

Commitments
Have zero tolerance of forced  
labor, child labor, modern-day 
slavery, and human trafficking.

Continue to strengthen Uniper’s 
compliance culture and protect the 
business from corruption risks. 

Targets
Screen 100% of counterparties 
according to Uniper’s ESG  
due diligence process by 20221.

Train 100% of employees on 
compliance and Uniper’s Code  
of Conduct by 2021.

Contribution  
to the UN SDGs

We held Compliance Days  
in nine of our offices in  
Europe and North America.
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Ensuring 
respect for 
human rights 
 GRI 103-1  We are committed to the preven-
tion and cessation of modern-day slavery, 
human trafficking, and all other humanitar-
ian crimes. We therefore do not tolerate 
slavery or human trafficking in any part of 
our own business or anywhere along our 
supply chains. 

We recognize the ten principles of the UN 
Global Compact and actively support them, 
particularly with regard to human rights, la-
bor standards, environmental standards, and 
 ethical business practices. Our relationships 
with suppliers are based, in particular, on  
the  United Nations Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights and Germany’s 
 National Action Plan for implementing them.

How we manage 
our ESG risks

 GRI 103-2, 102-9/11/29/30/31,  

 408-1, 409-1, 412-1, 414-1/2  To 
manage our exposure to risk, 
we conduct an annual global 
 assessment, which is based 
on a combination of econom-
ic and social indexes, to map 
country-specific issues that 
may directly affect our 
 company if we pursue new 
 business opportunities. 
These  issues include sub-
standard working conditions, 
the violation of political 
rights and  civil liberties, and 
security threats. In response 
to the  assessment’s findings, 
we  modified our due dili-
gence requirements and in-
stituted mitigation mea-
sures, such as the inclusion 
of specific  deal-break or 
performance- suspension 
clauses. This is particularly 
important when we negoti-
ate with new counterparties 
operating in high-risk coun-
tries for which there is insuf-

ficient assurance that they 
manage environmental, so-
cial, and governance (ESG) 
issues adequately.

We apply special scrutiny to 
commercial counterparties 
or projects in high-risk 
 countries with a Corruption 
Perception Index (CPI) score 
below 30, indicating a high 
level of perceived corrup-
tion. This is a conventional 
threshold reflecting the sys-
temic weakness of a coun-
try’s institutions. We place 
such  countries on a watch 
list which we update annual-
ly. If the geopolitical and 
ESG risks warrant it, we 
may also place countries 
with a CPI score above 30 on 
the watch list. Fuel procure-
ment and commodity trad-
ing in particular are among 
the Uniper  businesses ex-
posed to these kinds of 
country-specific  issues.  

The 2019 assessment of ESG 
risks prioritized  Uniper Glob-
al Commodities’ existing and 
potential counterparties. Be-
cause we expect gas- related 
businesses to be an even 
bigger part of our portfolio, 
Health, Safety, Security, and 
Environment (HSSE) & Sus-
tainability  focused its 
 attention in  particular on 
 several new projects in 
North America, Russia, and 
the  United Arab Emirates.

In accordance with the OECD 
Guidelines for Multinational 
Enterprises, our HSSE & 
Sustainability ESG Due Dili-

100%
of our counterparties will be  
assessed under our ESG  
due diligence process by 2022

gence Business Directive es-
tablishes a company-wide 
screening process for identi-
fying and reporting the main 
ESG risks of all new potential 
counterparties, intermediar-
ies, and business partners. 
Its purpose is to define the 
right prevention and mitiga-
tion measures for each of 
them and, if  necessary, to 
advise the  Uniper Manage-
ment Board, before business 
deals are  finalized, not to do 
business with counterparties 
causing or contributing to 
ongoing and severe adverse 
impacts to ESG issues, in-
cluding  human rights.
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Bogota, Colombia.

In 2019, we committed to 
conducting ESG due 
 diligence on100% of our new 
 counterparties by 2022. To 
avoid gaps in our overall ESG 
risk  assessment practices, 
we  subsequently expanded 
the scope of this target to 
cover all  active counterpar-
ties. By the end of 2019, 22% 
of active counterparties had 
already been  assessed. 

The severe negative impacts 
we need to monitor include 
modern slavery, unlawful 
community displacement, 
and child labor. These are 
more likely to happen in 
countries with a history of 
 insufficient standards for the 
protection of human rights. 
Furthermore, instances of 
violence and inhumane and 
degrading treatment can oc-
cur in high-risk countries, as 
well as in more stable coun-
tries that have weak institu-

tions. Energy services, fuel 
procurement, and 
 commodity  trading are our 
businesses most exposed to 
these kinds of country- 
specific issues. For example, 
computer-based global coal 
trading, which  frequently 
 involves a single shipment of 
coal changing hands 
 numerous times,  reduces 
the  traceability of the coal’s 
 origin. This makes 
 monitoring ESG perfor-
mance and  enforcing policies 
along the coal supply chain 
 particularly  challenging.
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 GRI 103-2, 102-12, 102-43, 414-12  In order to estab-
lish adequate measures to prevent, monitor, 
and mitigate these risks in the coal supply 
chain, we participate in Bettercoal, a not-for-
profit initiative established by a group of ma-
jor  European utilities committed to a more 
responsible coal supply chain. Bettercoal’s 
 assurance system is centered around a 
 supplier assessment process: Bettercoal 
 independently assesses the performance of 
coal mining operations against the ten prin-
ciples of the Bettercoal Code. We use this 
 information in our ESG due diligence process 
and in monitoring our supply chain. Better-
coal’s strategy is to prioritize its engagement 
and to work with mining companies in the 
countries that export the most coal to Europe 
to promote the joint remediation of actual 
 impacts. Consequently, the focus of Better-
coal members, including us, has recently 
been on addressing supplier and coun-
try-specific  systemic issues in Colombia and 
Russia.

In April 2019, Frank Plümacher, our Executive 
Vice President for HSSE & Sustainability, was 
elected to serve as Chairman of Bettercoal’s 
Board of Directors for the next three years.

In 2019 we purchased 13.8 million tons of 
coal through direct contracts. The majority  
of the coal was purchased from Russia  
and  Columbia, the two countries we have 
 prioritized for our work with Bettercoal.

Our Bettercoal  
engagement

In 2019 we purchased 55% of our coal from 
suppliers that have pledged to adhere to the 
Bettercoal Code of Conduct, up from 49% in 
2018. Through our continued engagement 
with Bettercoal and our procurement 
 practices, we aim to increase this percent-
age going forward.

Also in 2019, Bettercoal continued to moni-
tor the continuous improvement plans of 
the three major coal mining companies in 
 Colombia. Bettercoal’s Columbia working 
group, which is chaired by Uniper, success-
fully built relationships with all stakehold-
ers involved in this complex environment: 

 business, government, international NGOs, 
and local communities. Although monitor-
ing of the improvement plans with mining 
 companies will continue, Bettercoal has 
 recognized that action is also required from 
other stakeholders, such as local or nation-
al  authorities. Consequently, in 2019 the 
 Columbia working group prioritized these 
 issues and designed a plan to address 
them. Members of the group were planning 
to visit  Columbia in the first half of 2020 to 
put the plan into action. However, the trip 
had to be postponed due to the coronavirus 
 pandemic. A  number of the planned 
 meetings will instead be held  virtually.

Country of origin % coal purchased

Russia1 35.1

Colombia 23.8

USA 18.6

Other2 8.3

South Africa 9.2

Australia 2.6

Mozambique 1.3

UK 1.1

1 Includes coal from Latvia
2 Origin not traceable

Overall coal purchased via direct 
contract in 2019 by country of origin

Coal mine 
in Colombia
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Governance  
and compliance 
 GRI 103-1  Not doing the right thing can cause considerable 
damage to both stakeholders and Uniper alike. It’s there-
fore important to systematically prevent and sanction vio-
lations of the law or regulations. This is the only way to 
credibly convey that our company is being managed re-
sponsibly and is committed to creating sustainable value. 
Governance and compliance are therefore essential parts 
of our corporate culture.

The cornerstone of compliance is good corporate gover-
nance, which is of the highest priority for us. It is founded on 
close and efficient collaboration between the Management 
Board and the Supervisory Board. It guides all our deci-
sion-making and helps ensure that we achieve success re-
sponsibly and  sustainably. The Management Board and Su-
pervisory Board endorse the goals of the German Corporate 
Governance Code, which seeks to promote responsible and 
transparent corporate governance and controls.

Compliance  
Management System

 GRI 103-2/3, 419-1   We define compliance risks 
as the possibility of major legal proceedings, 
monetary fines, and damage to our reputa-
tion. These may result from misconduct or 
violations of laws and regulation, either from 
the actions of our staff or of third parties act-
ing on our behalf. In order to mitigate risks, 
we have had a Group-wide compliance man-
agement system (CMS) in place since Janu-
ary 1, 2016.

The following activities and legal issues 
are relevant for our company and therefore 
 constitute our main compliance issues:  

  Anti-corruption
  Anti-money-laundering
  Economic sanctions
  Trading compliance
  Competition law
  Capital market law

Uniper’s CMS sets uniform standards for 
compliance issues that reflect our specific 
compliance risks. We consider the CMS ap-
propriate and effective if it is capable of both 
detecting compliance risks and preventing 
compliance breaches with an adequate de-
gree of certainty. The CMS also incorporates 
the reporting of any compliance violations 
that have already occurred. This facilitates 
improvements to the CMS. The CMS includes 

quarterly compliance reports to the Manage-
ment Board. Their  purpose is to provide the 
Management Board with the information it 
needs to monitor the CMS’s performance. 
The Management Board has appointed a 
Chief Compliance Officer, who reports to the 
CEO, the Management Board, and the Super-
visory Board’s Audit Committee. The Chief 
Compliance Officer is responsible for the 
CMS and is supported by the Senior Vice 
President for Compliance. In addition, the 
Management Board has  underscored the im-
portance of compliance in the Management 
Board’s Compliance  Commitment, which is 
available online.

Uniper conducts an annual compliance risk 
 assessment of the CMS. In 2019, an indepen-
dent review, pursuant to the AsS 980 
 standard, was conducted of the CMS’s ade-
quacy and  effectiveness for the period April 
1, 2018, to March 31, 2019. The auditor made 
no findings. The audit report’s recommenda-
tions are  currently being evaluated with the 
aim of  achieving full implementation. The 
 recommendations are included in Uniper’s 
compliance strategy for 2020. 
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Compliance Days  
In the second half of 2019 Uniper held 
Compliance Days in nine of its offices 
in Europe and North America. They 
 consisted of a series of presentations 
and workshops whose purpose was to 
 reinforce awareness of specific com-
pliance policies and, more generally, 
to foster a culture of robust compli-
ance. They also created an opportuni-
ty for compliance officers and front-
line staff to share knowledge and 
experience.  Members of the Uniper 
Management Board  participated in the 
final Compliance Day of 2019, empha-
sizing the importance  Uniper places 
on this issue. Similar events are 
planned for 2020.

Code of Conduct

 GRI 103-2, 102-16, 102-17, 419-1  The 
foundation of our commit-
ment to a culture of compli-
ance is our Code of Conduct 
(Code). The Code, which has 
been endorsed by the Man-
agement Board, defines the 
basic principles of conduct 
that everyone at our compa-
ny must abide by. The Code 
reflects our commitment to 
one another, our business, 
and our communities. It 
serves as a compass to 
guide our decisions and to 
help us do the right thing in 
difficult situations. Each year, 
the members of the Manage-
ment Board members, as 
well as  senior managers, 
sign a written pledge to ad-
here to the Code. The Code is 
reviewed and updated peri-
odically to ensure appropri-
ateness and compliance with 
company and regulatory re-

quirements. An updated ver-
sion will be released in the 
second  quarter of 2020. 

The Code addresses a wide 
range of issues, including 
compliance, anti-corruption, 
and respect for human 
rights. It also describes in 
detail the consequences of 
improper conduct toward 
business partners, third par-
ties, and government institu-
tions, as well as the proce-
dures to be followed in such 
cases. This applies, in partic-
ular, to  violations of laws 
combating  corruption, mon-
ey  laundering, anti-competi-
tive  practices, and the fi-
nancing of  terrorism. The 
Code also addresses issues 
such as compliance with in-
ternational sanctions, the 
granting and acceptance of 
gifts and  hospitality, the in-

volvement of  intermediaries, 
and the  selection of suppli-
ers and  service providers. 
Other  issues it covers in-
clude the avoidance of con-
flicts of  interest and the han-
dling of company 
information,  property, and 
resources. Our  compliance 
policies and  procedures en-
sure that the investigation, 
evaluation, and cessation of 
reported violations are car-
ried out appropriately by the 
respective Compliance Offi-
cers and our Chief Compli-
ance Officer.  Suspected vio-
lations of the Code can be 
reported  anonymously by 
means of a  whistleblower 
hotline.  Violations may lead 
to  disciplinary action and 
 termination of  employment.

In 2019, Uniper set a target 
of training all new hires on 

 compliance and the Code by 
2022 by making this training 
mandatory. We subsequently 
expanded the target’s scope  
– to train not just new 
 employees but all employees 
on the Code – and moved the 
deadline forward by one year 
(from 2022 to 2021). Training 
will begin in 2020, after the 
new Code of Conduct has 
been  issued.

Uniper strives to work, 
 whenever possible, with 
third parties that have prin-
ciples  similar to those of the 
Code. It requires its suppli-
ers to sign a declaration of 
compliance with the Uniper 
Supplier Code of Conduct.
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ing a high level of  perceived corruption. 
Failure to fulfill the legal and regulatory re-
quirements  necessary to comply with key 
anti-corruption rules would likely lead to se-
rious reputational, legal, and financial im-
pacts on the Group.  Employees with counter-
parties in such  countries are regularly 
trained in policies and  systems that help 
prevent corruption.

Uniper has established a Know Your Coun-
terparty Business Policy. The policy’s pur-
pose is to  enhance  existing processes for 
identifying,  verifying, and reporting the main 
compliance risks  potentially posed by new 

Anti-corruption

 GRI 205-1/3  Corruption and bribery promote 
 social inequality and crime, undermine pub-
lic confidence, and increase the cost of 
transactions. Non-compliance with laws or 
company policies aimed at combating cor-
ruption may lead to criminal and civil liability, 
not only for the persons involved but also for 
the Group and its directors and officers. It 
may also potentially damage Uniper’s repu-
tation. We have zero tolerance of bribery and 
corruption.  Engaging in any type of corrup-
tion – whether with public officials, custom-
ers, or enterprise partners – is considered a 
breach of the Code and leads to termination 
of employment.  Employees are prohibited 
from offering, promising, or giving anything 
of value (such as  money, gifts, offers of em-
ployment, or  other benefits) to gain business, 
to influence any action or for any other ad-
vantage, especially to a public official. They 
are likewise prohibited from doing so indi-
rectly through a spouse, partner, relative, or 
friend. In some countries, business relations 
with intermediaries (agents, brokers, advi-
sors, representatives, and so forth) pose a 
higher risk of corruption and bribery. Conse-

409
new counterparties   
assessed and approved

quently, Uniper carries out all such relations 
in accordance with its  Business Policy Inter-
mediary Agreements. The purpose of this 
policy’s strict rules is to  prevent an interme-
diary’s fee or commission  being used to 
make illegal payments on  Uniper’s behalf.

In May 2018, we conducted our second com-
pliance risk assessment (CRA) of all busi-
ness functions company-wide. One of the 
risks  assessed was corruption. In 2019 the 
findings were communicated to the business 
functions, and, in areas where the CRA indi-
cated room for improvement, appropriate 
corrective measures were taken.

In a rapidly changing global business 
 environment, we need to be aware of exter-
nal  restrictions on our business activities. 
We’re committed to complying with all appli-
cable economic sanctions and other forms of 
international  restrictions. Uniper has busi-
ness  dealings with counterparties around 
the world,  including those located in coun-
tries that rank low on Transparency Interna-
tional’s  Corruption  Perception Index, indicat-

counterparties  before  business deals are fi-
nalized. These risks include, in particular, 
corruption, money laundering, terrorism fi-
nancing, and violation of economic sanctions. 
The introduction of the policy was accompa-
nied by an eLearning module and classroom 
training entitled “Know Your Counterparty, 
Intermediaries, and Sanctions.” The module 
familiarized staff across the organization 
with the enhanced processes. In 2019, the 
Compliance function used these processes 
to assess 409 new  counterparties, all of 
which were approved.

Three new instances of alleged corruption 
were reported internally at Uniper in 2019. 
 Following investigation, one case was closed 
with corrective action being taken, and two 
cases were closed as unfounded. 
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Safeguarding personal data
 GRI 103-1/2  The protection and secure han-
dling of employee and customer data have 
a high priority for us. Data protection is 
crucial to avoid fines and prevent harm to 
our company’s reputation. Putting appro-
priate measures in place enables us to re-
duce these risks and deepen the trust of 
our customers and  employees. As a matter 
of course, we ensure the same level of data 
protection level with our service providers 
as inside our company.

Uniper is a multinational company that 
 operates in numerous countries. Conse-
quently, compliance with the EU General 
Data  Protection Regulation (GDPR) and other 
 similar regulations is crucial for our success 
and our stakeholders’ trust.  We therefore 
take  numerous precautions and continually 
work on making our data protection manage-
ment  system even better, including in con-
sultation with outside  experts. This has also 

 enabled us to raise awareness of data 
 security inside our company and among our 
business  partners.

Our data protection organization is set up in 
accordance with our Functional Policy for 
Data Protection. The Data Protection team is 
responsible for coordinating and monitoring 
the data protection activities for all fully 
 consolidated Uniper companies. In addition, a 
Data Protection Council, consisting of senior 
managers of relevant departments and the 
Chief Financial Officer, meet on a quarterly 
 basis. Its purpose is to strengthen and sup-
port our data protection organization.

To manage data protection in 2019, we 
 appointed 30 data protection coordinators. 
They serve as our interface with the operat-
ing  business. Their task is to identify data 
 protection risks and reinforce awareness of 
data  protection in our front-line operations. 

In addition, all HR employees and data pro-
tection coordinators received classroom 
training. Data protection is also an integral 
part of the onboarding training for new em-
ployees.  Furthermore, we created a new data 
 protection page on our company intranet. It 
provides guidance and information about all 
issues  relevant to data protection. Finally, in 
October 2019, we held a focus month on data 
 protection and information security.

In addition, we provided employees in rele-
vant roles with special training about GDPR 
and conducted a GDPR awareness campaign 
for our employees in the EU/EEA.
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Compliance  
with GDPR

 GRI 103-2/3, 418-1  GDPR took effect in the EU and the EEA on 
May 25, 2018. We must comply with it because we handle 
personal data on employees and customers. Consequently, 
we put in place appropriate technical and organizational 
measures to ensure data protection when we process, store, 
and transmit personal data. Third parties we hire to process 
personal data must also comply with GDPR. In taking steps 
to comply with GDPR, we focused on the risk of information 
leaks and the management of personal data to avoid any 
breaches of data protection. In accordance with best practic-
es, we analyzed and documented how data is stored and ac-
cessed. Furthermore, we conducted risk management from 
a data protection perspective and created deletion concepts, 
matrixes, and guidelines. We also introduced additional mea-
sures to avoid the  misuse of business-relevant data or unau-
thorized external  access. Misuse or the inadvertent dissemi-
nation of confidential information by an employee could lead 
to the disclosure of commercial secrets or violate data pro-
tection laws. To further promote robust data protection, rules 
and guidelines have been incorporated into employees’ 
monthly performance  targets. 76 data protection complaints 
were made in 2019. Due to frequent changes in applications 
and cyber threats, we  continually invest in data protection 
and further improve our  protection measures. We are com-
mitted to staying up to date on applicable processes and 
technologies.
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Hosted four trust- building 
 dialogs with non-governmental 
 organizations on coal  
and climate change issues.

Stakeholder 
engagement 
Being an international energy company makes it essential for us to 
earn and retain the trust of our stakeholders, from the people who 
live near our assets to representatives of the international commu-
nity. A relationship founded on trust is a prerequisite for positive 
 action. That’s why we‘ve committed to pursuing new cooperative 
effortswithcivilsocietyorganizations,particularlythosedirectly
involved in issues related to our material sustainability issues. We 
believethiswillbethemosteffectivewaytotacklethechallenges
we face and, ultimately, prevent negative impacts.
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Bettercoal Russia 
Working Group 
 conducted a visit  
to one of Russia’s  
most important 
coal-mining regions.

Commitments
Actively engage with stakeholders to 
ensure transparency and ongoing 
dialogue regarding Uniper’s activities

Foster the development of effective, 
accountable, and transparent 
institutions at all levels

Minimize the impact on communities 
affected by Uniper’s operations

Targets
At corporate level, conduct at least 
three trust-building dialogues with 
civil society organizations each year 
up to 2022

Contribution  
to the UN SDGs
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Stakeholder 
engagement  
 GRI 103-1, 102-43  Engaging with our various stakeholder groups helps us 
 understand their needs and their expectations of our company. We know 
their trust is crucial for our lasting success. We also work with our 
 stakeholders to minimize adverse impacts of our business activities.

We communicate with stakeholders 
through a variety of channels, 
 including our annual materiality 
 survey, discussions with our inves-
tors,  feedback from our  customers, 
and open houses and  forums that 
give schoolchildren and members of 
the  community the chance to visit 
our power plants. We monitor the 
policy debate in the countries where 
we  operate and have increased our 
 dialogue with policymakers and 
 other stakeholders. In addition, our 
membership in national and 
 international trade  organizations 
helps deepen our understanding of 
sustainability issues and their 
 interplay with our business.

Our Stakeholder Management Policy 
stipulates how we interact with 
stakeholders. It defines our 
 objectives for internal and external 
 communications and assigns roles 
and responsibilities. The dialogue 
formats vary, ranging from 
 information stands at trade fairs and 
public forums for people who live 
near our assets to discussions with 
 community representatives and local 
interest groups, as well as 
 roundtable talks with NGOs. The 
 purpose of these  forums is to 
 promote open  discussions and to 
 enable us to learn more about local 
 stakeholders’ views and concerns.

Actively engaging with NGOs  
 GRI 103-2, 102-21/43/44, 413-1  Since 2017 we’ve 
 periodically invited relevant NGOs to attend 
the Uniper Sustainability Roundtable, a 
 forum for NGOs and representatives of 
 relevant Uniper departments to discuss 
 issues related to our business and share our 
 respective points of view. The purpose is to 
 establish a transparent dialogue with NGOs 
and to see our business from their 
 perspective. Understanding and discussing 
their  concerns enables us to continually 
learn and improve.

In 2019, we committed to conducting, at 
 corporate level, at least three new 
trust-building dialogues with civil society 
 organizations each year through 2022. 
 Uniper conducted four such dialogues in 
2019, thereby surpassing the target. 
 Discussions at these meetings focused on 
human rights issues along the coal supply 
chain, the coal phaseout’s impact on 
 decarbonization, and the environmental 
 impact of gas exploration.

In addition to the trust-building dialogues, 
we’ve increased the number of critical 
 stakeholders we engage with. Examples 
 include Europe Beyond Coal and the Institute 
for Energy Economics and Financial  Analysis.

Bettercoal delegation’s visit to Russia
In September 2019, the members of the 
 Bettercoal Russia Working Group (RWG) 
 conducted a week-long visit to Moscow and 
the Kuznetsk Basin in southwest Siberia, one 
of Russia’s most important coal-mining 
 regions. The RWG consists of representatives 
of seven European companies that are 
 Bettercoal members: ENEL, ENGIE, ESB, 
 Fortum, RWE, Uniper, and Vattenfall. The 
 purpose of the visit was to engage directly 
with relevant stakeholders, particularly 
coal-mining companies, to deepen our 
 understanding of the environmental and 
 social  dimensions of coal production in 
 Russia. We also wanted to identify new ways 
for multi-stakeholder cooperation and 
 dialogue to bring about positive change to the 
industry. This visit marked the beginning of a 
focused engagement strategy for one of 
 Bettercoal’s priority countries.

Russia supplies nearly 40% of Europe’s coal. 
Consequently, Bettercoal and its members 
have prioritized efforts to better understand 
and mitigate the risks in its coal supply 
chain. Currently, four of the country’s main 
mining companies that export coal are 
 Bettercoal Suppliers: KRU, SDS-Ugol, SUEK, 
and Taldinskaya. They have undergone a 
 Bettercoal site assessment in which 
 independent third-party assessors have 

Engaging in ongoing dialogue
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 visited their facilities, evaluated their 
 operations in light of the Bettercoal Code, 
and drafted improvement plans for their 
 practices. The assessors did not just inter-
view  representatives of the mining compa-
nies. They also engaged with a wide range of 
other stakeholders in nearby communities, 
government entities, civil society, and organi-
zations such as the United Nations Develop-
ment Programme (UNDP). These companies 
are currently reporting at least bi-annually 
on their continuous improvement plans.

The RWG adopts a coordinated approach to 
monitoring suppliers’ improvement plans, 
enhancing its members’ country-context 
 expertise, addressing risks arising from the 
country context, increasing the number of 
participating suppliers, and improving 
 communications with key stakeholders. 

Bettercoal also organized a roundtable talk 
to engage Bettercoal Suppliers and other 
mining companies to debate potential areas 
for improvement, and encourage companies 
to share knowledge. Grievance mechanisms, 
mine closure issues and recultivation 
 activities were among the topics discussed 
 because participants deemed them material. 

The RWG will continue its efforts in 2020, 
placing a particular emphasis on increasing 

its direct engagement with Bettercoal 
 Suppliers, fostering knowledge sharing 
among them, and deepening its relationships 
with local stakeholders.

Bettercoal: Colombia Working Group
Uniper chairs the Colombia Working Group 
(CWG). Columbia, which provides about 13% 
of Europe’s coal, is another Bettercoal 
 priority country. In 2019 the CWG actively 
 engaged with all three Bettercoal Suppliers 
in the country: Cerrejón, Drummond Ltd and 
 Prodeco. It assessed the mining companies’ 
progress in implementing their individual 
 improvement plans, including environmental, 
health and safety issues, and negotiations 
with unions, and addressed the situation of 
specific leaders of social movements. The 
CWG also defined priorities to address 
 complex and systemic challenges related to 
mining in Colombia as, for example, fostering 
increased dialogue and access to clean 
 water for affected communities since these 
issues require more long-term and pointed 
action. More information is available at 
https://bettercoal.org/.

The CWG also defined priorities and drew up 
a roadmap to address complex and systemic 
challenges related to mining in Colombia that 
require more long-term, concerted action. 
Drawing on the experiences and knowledge 

Children attending 
safety lessons as part 
of the Uniproshka for 
Children project

gained in its first year, the CWG is currently 
prioritizing the issues it wants to address 
from 2020 onward. It will discuss these 
 issues in depth with coal producers, 
 government entities, civil society 
 organizations, unions, and other 
 stakeholders during its visit to Columbia in 
2020. Next, Bettercoal and the CWG will 
 design a specific action plan for the key 
 areas in which Bettercoal and its members 
can add value and maximize positive impact.

Teaching kids about safety
Unipro, which operates our power generation 
business in Russia, has a proven record as a 
good corporate citizen of the communities 
and regions where its power stations are 

 located. In fact, in 2018, the Russian Ministry 
of Energy gave it an award for being one of 
the industry’s “best socially oriented organi-
zations.” One of its stakeholder-engagement 
programs is “Uniproshka for Children,” the 
purpose of which is to teach preschool and 
primary schoolkids how to be safe and take 
a responsible attitude toward themselves 
and other people. It also creates a welcome 
opportunity for Unipro employees to 
 volunteer. The activities vary by location. 
 Colleagues from Smolenskaya power station 
in western Russia, for example, conducted a 
water safety lesson for children from a local 
school. They explained how to stay safe near 
bodies of water covered with ice as winter 
ends and the ice begins to melt. In  Sharypovo 
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in Central Siberia, home to Beryozovskaya 
power station, Unipro funded an interactive 
fairy-tale about safety that was performed 
for schoolchildren by actors from a local 
children’s theatre company. Unipro intends  
to continue “Uniproshka” in 2020.

Tours of a technological marvel
Barsebäck nuclear power plant hasn’t split an 
atom to generate electricity in 15 years. Unit 1 
was closed in late 1999 following a  settlement 
between the Swedish government,  Sydkraft 
(one of Uniper’s predecessor entities), and 
Vattenfall (which holds a minority stake in 
Barsebäck). Unit 2 was closed in mid-2005 
 after a similar settlement. Although idle and 
partially dismantled, Barsebäck is still an 
 impressive piece of technology that continues 
to attract visitors. We’ve offered guided tours 
in the summer since 2010. It’s part of our 
long-standing commitment to transparency 
at Barsebäck. We believe that it also benefits 
the general public perception of Sweden’s 
 nuclear  industry. Interest has increased in 
 recent years. In 2019, over 2,000 people 
 visited the plant, located on  Sweden’s south-
west coast, about 20  kilometers northwest of 
Malmö. One reason is Sweden’s lively public 
debate about nuclear power as a transitional 
option for helping protect the earth’s climate: 
people want to come and see what a plant 
 actually looks like inside. Another is that 

Memberships

Econsense - Forum for Sustainable 
Development of German Business
Econsense brings together 
 Germany-based companies that 
 operate internationally and have a 
common goal: to actively shape the 
transition to a more sustainable 
economy and society. It supports 
members in embedding 
 sustainability in their strategy, 
 operations, and along their supply 
chain. Econsense has an overview of 
all relevant  topics: from 
 environmental protection to human 
rights. Its  focus is always on the 
business case for sustainability. It 
currently has 38 members. Uniper 
has been one of them since 2018. 

European Union  
Transparency Register
Uniper is listed in the European 
Union Transparency Register for 
 organizations and self-employed 
 individuals engaged in influencing 
the making and implementation of 
EU policy. Our number in the register 
is 285977820662-03. We also 
 participate in the policymaking 
 process through our membership in 
trade associations and other 
 organizations. For example, we’re a 
member of the European Federation 
of Energy Traders. Our employees 
must notify the Uniper Corporate 
 Office about their membership in 
trade associations and comparable 
organizations, as well as their 
 contributions and donations to them.

large-scale dismantling is scheduled to begin 
in 2020. When it does, the tours will end. And 
in the not-too-distance future, there will be 
nothing left to tour: by 2035, all that remains 
of Barsebäck may be a commemorative 
plaque on an expanse of grassland 
 overlooking the Øresund.

Ensuring transparent advocacy
Energy supply is a heavily regulated  business 
and is the subject of ongoing  policy  debate, 
particularly with regard to  climate protection. 
Europe’s commitment to climate protection 
is fundamentally altering its energy supply 
system. To meet these challenges, we need  
a policy and regulatory environment that 
 enables us to take action that makes both 
business and environmental sense. Advocacy 
of our business  interests is essential for the 
successful  operation of our assets and for 
our strategic prospects. However, we’re 
committed to keeping our participation in 
 advocacy groups transparent at all times. 
This is the only way to avoid the suspicion of 
undue  influence on policymaking and to pre-
vent damage to our reputation. We hold 
 dialogues extensively with a variety of exter-
nal stakeholders, such as government entities, 
regulatory agencies, and trade  associations. 
This dialogue is crucial for us to communicate 
openly and transparently with representa-
tives of institutions, to  explain our positions.

 GRI 102-13  We are a member of key associations and initiatives that are 
 directly or indirectly related to our material sustainability issues. The 
composition of these associations and initiatives can be highly diverse  
buttheyarefundamentallyrelevanttooursustainabilityeffortand
 generally relate to gas, coal, technology, and climate protection.
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1  Headcount as of December 31, 2019. Figures do not include 
board members, managing directors, apprentices,  work-
study students and interns. 

2  Total recordable incidents per million hours of work 
(combined TRIF) for Uniper Group employees and 
contractors engaged by Uniper. Combined TRIF takes 
account of all relevant reports, including those from 
Uniper companies that are not fully consolidated but in 
which Uniper SE has operational control. 

3  Net capacity as of December 31, 2019 (accounting view). 
4  Figure includes domestic lignite consumed by Unipro 

plants. 2018 Russian figures corrected. 2019 figures from 
France calculated using DEFRA emission factors. 

5  These figures encompass all consolidated Uniper entities 
as well as nonconsolidated entities over which we have 
operational control. 

6  We calculate carbon intensity using the financial control 
approach. This means that our carbon intensity is the ratio 
between the direct CO2 emissions from our fully 
consolidated, stationary fossil-fueled power plants and 
power-and-heat plants, and these plants’ power and heat 
output. It does not include plants that produce heat/steam 
only. 

7  2018 figures from German power plants corrected.
8  Severe impact beyond site which is reversible within years 

or irreversible.

Key Figures  GRI 102-8, 303-3, 305-1/2/3/4/7 

Indicators unit 2019 2018

Uniper employees1 11,532 11,780

Proportion of female employees % 24.6 24.2

Combined TRIF2 1.48 1.47

Uniper generating capacity3 GW 34.3 36.6

Average asset availability of our conventional generation fleet % 79.1 79.0

Unplanned unavailability of our conventional generation fleet % 12.0 11.6

Coal consumption4 m metric tons 11.8 16.7

Gas volume sold billion kWh 2,179.3 2,019.3

Direct scope 1 emissions5 m metric tons of CO2 47.0 59.5

Indirect scope 2 emissions (location-based method)5 m metric tons of CO2 1.12 1.10

Indirect scope 2 emissions (market-based method)5 m metric tons of CO2 1.57 1.67

Average carbon intensity (threshold commitment period 2018-2020)6 g/kWh 474 499

PFA and FBA produced m metric tons 0.93 1.44

Gypsum produced7 m metric tons 0.6 0.9

Facilities certified to ISO 140015 % 100 100

Facilities certified to OHSAS180015 % 100 100

Cooling water withdrawal bn m3 4.0 4.3

SO2 emissions kt 12.0 18.4

NOx emissions kt 47.3 57.4

Dust emissions kt 1.53 1.57

Severe environmental incidents8 0 0
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Million metric tons 2019 2018 2017

Russia 24.9 25.3 26.4

Germany 11.1 17.2 16.9

United Kingdom 5.6 7.6 6.2

Netherlands 3.2 5.5 7.9

France 1.0 2.9 5.1

Hungary 0.9 0.8 0.8

Czech Republic1 0.1 <0.1 -

Sweden <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Total 47.0 59.5 63.3

Operational control approach taken - figures (100% of direct emissions of the facility) from any generation 
assets over which Uniper has operational control. Data for all countries except Russia were determined 
using the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme rules. Rounding corrections per country result in 
small differences which are considered in the total sum. 

1  Emissions in the Czech Republic were inadvertently excluded from the operational control approach in 
2018. These have now been added for 2018 and 2019.

Direct CO2 emissions from fuel combustion by country  GRI 305-1 

Climate action and security of supply

Location-based 
method

metric t CO2 2019 2018

Indirect emissions from  
purchased electricity 1,023,106 1,008,531

Indirect emissions from  
heat and cooling 106,171 92,501

Total 1,129,277 1,101,032

Market-based 
method

Indirect emissions from  
purchased electricity 1,467,501 1,584,188

Indirect emissions from  
heat and cooling 106,171 92,501

Total 1,573,672 1,676,689

1  These figures include emissions from consolidated and non-consolidated generation assets over which 
Uniper has operational control. Indirect emissions from purchased electricity used for pump storage in 
our hydro plants in Germany has been included for 2019 and updated for the 2018 figures. Figures for 
electricity consumption from Uniper’s Düsseldorf offices were not available for 2019 and therefore are  
not included.

Indirect CO2 emissions1  GRI 305-2 

Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2
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m metric t CO2 2019 2018

Upstream indirect Scope 3 CO2 emissions 8.7 10.3

1  Calculation of upstream Scope 3 emissions associated with extraction, refining and transportation of the 
raw fuel sources to an organization’s site (or asset), prior to combustion using well-to-tank (DEFRA) fuel 
conversion factors.

% 2019 2018

Average asset availability in Europe and Russia 79.1 79.0

1  Availability is equal to 100% minus planned and unplanned unavailability. Uniper Group figures are 
volume-based weighted averages. They refer to Uniper’s current operational portfolio and is based on the 
proportion of our stake in an asset (2018 figures adjusted). Assets in France are included from January 1 
to June 30, 2019.

Indirect CO2 emissions1  GRI 305-3 

Average asset availability1

Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 3 By primary energy source

MW 2019 2018 2017

Gas 17,439 18,916 18,917

Coal 9,135 10,345 10,325

Hydro 3,570 3,570 3,567

Nuclear 1,400 1,400 1,400

Other 2,801 2,358 2,229

Total 34,345 36,589 36,438

1  Net capacity as of December 31, 2019 (accounting view). 

Fully consolidated generating capacity by technology1

Billion kWh 2019 2018 2017

Gas1 60.3 60.5 61.9

Coal 19.9 31.8 35.8

Nuclear 11.0 10.7 11.1

Hydro 12.7 10.3 11.8

Other renewables2 0.1 0.2 0.2

Biomass 0.0 0.3 0.0

Total3 104.0 113.9 120.8

1  Figures include production from oil.

2  Figures include production from non-material wind and solar assets (aggregated installed capacity 95 MW).

3  Possible rounding differences between individual figures and totals.

Power production

Climate action and security of supply
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Our people

Total recordable incident frequency (TRIF) By age range and gender

2019 2018

Combined TRIF1 1.48 1.47

Employee TRIF 0.98 0.90

Contractor TRIF 2.05 2.18

Combined LTIF 1.05 0.96

Employee LTIF 0.93 0.57

Contractor LTIF 1.19 1.44

1  Total recordable incidents per million hours of work (TRIF) for Uniper employees 
and contractors engaged by Uniper. TRIF takes account of all relevant reports, 
including those from Uniper companies that are not fully consolidated but in which 
Uniper SE has operational control.

 Male Female Total 

Employee structure 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

Age range Amount Share Amount Share Amount Share Amount Share Amount Amount

< 21 89 80.9 98 80.3 21 19.1 24 19.7 110 122

21 – 30 336 68.3 307 65.9 156 31.7 159 34.1 492 466

31 – 40 262 69.3 142 61.2 116 30.7 90 38.8 378 232

41 – 50 136 64.8 107 68.6 74 35.2 49 31.4 210 156

51 – 60 92 65.7 57 68.7 48 34.3 26 31.3 140 83

> 60 36 78.3 18 81.8 10 21.7 4 18.2 46 22

Total 951 69.1 729 67.4 425 30.9 352 32.6 1,376 1,081

1  Permanents + temporary staff + managing directors/board members + interns/working students + apprentices.

Health and safety  GRI 403-1  New hires from external market  GRI 401-1 
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By county of employment By country of employment and gender

Share (%)

Country of employment 2019 2018

Belgium - 0.4

Canada 0.22  -

France 2.11 7.9

Germany 41.21 44.9

Hungary 0.35 0.2

Netherlands 2.18 3.1

Russia 42.66 30.5

Singapore - 0.1

Sweden 2.76 3.2

United Kingdom 6.4 6.9

United Arab Emirates 0.65 0.2

USA 1.45 2.6

1  Permanents + temporary staff + managing directors/board members + interns/ 
working students + apprentices

Country of employment Male Female Total

Azerbaijan 1  - 1

Belgium 2 4 6

France  - - - 

Germany 3,746 1,231 4,977

Hungary 29 4 33

Latvia 1  - 1

Netherlands 305 27 332

Russian Fed. 3,268 1,253 4,521

Singapore 5 2 7

South Africa 3 1 4

Sweden 721 200 921

United Kingdom 798 161 959

USA 52 11 63

United Arab Emirates 19 6 25

Total 8,950 2,900 11,850

1  Permanents + temporary staff + managing directors/board members + interns/ 
working students + apprentices

2  Headcount as of December 31, 2019.

Share of new hires from the external market1  GRI 401-1  Total number of employees1,2  GRI 102-8 

Our people
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By employment contract and gender

Male Female Total

Employee structure 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

Managing directors/ 
board members

23 24 3 3 26 27

Staff 8,664 8,934 2,828 2,846 11,492 11,780

Interns/work-study 84 78 46 47 130 125

Apprentices 179 189 23 29 202 218

Total 8,950 9,225 2,900 2,925 11,850 12,150

1  Permanents + temporary staff + managing directors/board members + interns/working students + apprentices. 

Total number of employees1  GRI 102-8 

By type of employment and gender

Male Female Total

Employee structure 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

Part-time 128 113 385 369 513 482

Full-time 8,128 8,413 2,155 2,193 10,283 10,606

Total 8,256 8,526 2,540 2,562 10,796 11,088

Permanent staff

% 2019 2018

Share pay scale employees 68.9 68.8

1  Permanents + temporary staff + managing directors/board members + interns/ 
working students + apprentices.

Employees covered by collective bargaining agreements1  GRI 102-41 

Our people
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By country of employment and gender By age range and gender

 Male Female Total 

Country of employment 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

Belgium 1 0 0 0 1 0

France 3 8 2 4 5 12

Germany 152 163 66 72 218 235

Hungary 0 3 0 1 0 4

Netherlands 12 10 3 4 15 14

Russia 157 144 61 51 218 195

Singapore 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sweden 30 33 12 10 42 43

United Kingdom 27 43 13 10 40 53

USA 4 7 2 2 6 9

United Arab Emirates 1 0 0 0 1 0

Total 387 411 159 154 546 565

1  Permanents + temporary staff + managing directors/board members + interns/working students + apprentices.

 Male Female Total 

Age range 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

< 21 7 4 2 2 9 6

21 – 30 90 110 39 37 129 147

31 – 40 122 114 38 51 160 165

41 – 50 70 81 34 21 104 102

51 – 60 70 84 40 39 110 123

> 60 28 18 6 4 34 22

Total 387 411 159 154 546 565

1  Permanents + temporary staff + managing directors/board members + interns/ 
working students + apprentices. 

Voluntary leavers1  GRI 401-1  Voluntary leavers1  GRI 401-1 

Our people
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By age range and length of tenure By gender and length of tenure

Age range

Leavers
Average duration of  
employment (years)

2019 2018 2019 2018

< 21 10 8 1.9 1.3

21 – 30 134 163 3.1 3.6

31 – 40 178 273 5.7 6.6

41 – 50 118 202 10.0 12.2

51 – 60 143 213 18.6 19.2

> 60 61 44 23.2 22.6

Total 644 903 10.4 11

1  Permanents + temporary staff + managing directors/board members + interns/working students + 
apprentices. 

2  Numbers reflect voluntary (termination of contract by employee) and non-voluntary leavers (termination of 
contract by employer); retirement, as well as transfers within the group are not reflected.

Gender 

Leavers
Average duration of  
employment (years)

2019 2018 2019 2018

Male 449 597 9.9 10.9

Female 195 306 11.6 11.3

1  Permanents + temporary staff + managing directors/board members + interns/working students + 
apprentices. 

2  Numbers reflect voluntary (termination of contract by employee) and non-voluntary leavers (termination of 
contract by employer); retirement, as well as transfers within the group are not reflected.

Voluntary and non-voluntary leavers1,2  GRI 401-1  Voluntary and non-voluntary leavers1,2  GRI 401-1 

Our people
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By age range By gender

Fluctuation (%)

Age range 2019 2018

< 21 5.2 3.2

21 – 30 8.6 9.7

31 – 40 5.5 5.6

41 – 50 3.0 2.9

51 – 60 3.1 3.5

> 60 7.2 4.8

Total 4.5 4.6

1  Permanents + temporary staff + managing directors/ 
board members + interns/working students + apprentices. 
Fluctuation rate = voluntary leavers/average headcount.

Gender 2019 2018

Male 4.2 4.4

Female 5.4 5.3

Total 4.5 4.6

1  Permanents + temporary staff + managing directors/ 
board members + interns/working students + apprentices. 
Fluctuation rate = voluntary leavers/average headcount.

Fluctuation rate1 Fluctuation rate1

Our people
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kt 2019 2018 2017

Russia 7.8 6.6 7.6

Germany 2.8 7.2 7.2

United Kingdom 0.6 3.2 2.4

France1 0.4 0.8 1.9

Netherlands 0.3 0.5 1.5

Sweden <0.1 <0.1 <0.1

Hungary2 - - -

Total 12.0 18.4 20.6

1  2019 figure for France estimated using generation volumes 
for the period January 1 to June 30, 2019.

2   Our only consolidated power plant in Hungary is gas-fired; 
its SO2 emissions are not material and are therefore not 
included.

t 2019 2018 2017

Russia 1,328 1,145 1,419

Germany 106 184 232

France1 47 106 108

United Kingdom 37 102 61

Netherlands 10 32 76

Sweden 0.2 0.5 0.0

Hungary2 - - -

Total 1,528 1,571 1,896

1  2019 figure for France estimated using generation volumes 
for the period January 1 to June 30, 2019.

2   Our only consolidated power plant in Hungary is gas-fired; 
particulate emissions are not material and are therefore not 
included.

kt 2019 2018 2017

Russia 35.5 37.4 39.6

Germany 6.8 9.9 10.2

United Kingdom 3 6.9 5.5

Netherlands 0.9 1.2 2.2

France1 0.8 1.7 2.9

Hungary 0.3 0.2 0.2

Sweden <0.1 <0.1 <0.1

Total 47.3 57.4 60.6

1  2019 figure for France estimated using generation volumes 
for the period January 1 to June 30, 2019.

SO2 emissions  GRI 305-7  Dust emissions  GRI 305-7 NOx emissions  GRI 305-7 

Environmental protection
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 t 2019 2018 2017

Hazardous operational waste disposed 1,622 1,748 1,955

Hazardous operational waste recovered 14,104 4,433 18,444

Non-hazardous operational waste disposed 158,864 44,067 17,395

Non-hazardous operational waste recovered 60,184 30,402 38,614

Total 234,774  
(including  

Russia)

80,650  
(excluding  

Russia)

76,407  
(excluding  

Russia)

1  Figures only include operational waste (no project-related waste). Russian operational waste was excluded due to different 
waste classifications in 2017 and 2018. Total Russian operational waste in 2018 was 137,014t (2017: 143,317t). 2019 total includes 
estimated figures from France which are calculated as 50% of 2018 French data.

m metric tons 2019 2018 2017

Disposed 0.01 0.04 0.1

Recovered and sold 1.44 2.28 3.1

Total 1.5 2.3 3.3

1  Figures only include fully consolidated thermal power stations. 2019 figures include estimated French data. Data for France 
estimated using generation volumes for the period January 1 to June 30, 2019. 2018 figures corrected.

billion m3 2019 2018

Germany 0.5 0.3

Hungary 0.4 0.4

Netherlands 0.4 0.6

Russia 9.9 10.3

Sweden 0.0 0.0

United Kingdom 2.3 1.8

Total 13.5 13.4

Hazardous and non-hazardous operational waste1  GRI 306-2 

Pulverised fly ash (PFA), furnace bottom ash (FBA), and gypsum1  GRI 306-2 

Natural gas consumption by our own power plants  GRI 302-1 

by country

Environmental protection
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m3 2019 2018 2017

Fresh groundwater 195,673 159,680 120,051

Municipal water 7,507,042 7,593,852 10,323,347

Fresh surface water 835,116,594 732,083,403 896,893,725

Rainwater 373,098 415,086 570,781

Seawater 3,103,259,566 3,567,161,801 4,075,136,638

Total 3,946,451,973 4,307,413,822 4,983,044,544

1  Figures include fully consolidated thermal power stations and nuclear power stations only.  
The table does not include figures from our French business which was sold in July 2019.  
Emile Huchet in France has a special cooling system for which water is not classified as cooling water. 
Nevertheless, we report our total estimated water withdrawal from France because we consider it  
relevant from a country perspective (2019: 7,674,493 m3). Data for France estimated using generation 
volumes for the period January 1 to June 30, 2019.

m3 2019 2018 2017

Fresh surface water 814,695,969 705,763,956 871,632,930

Seawater 3,105,788,167 3,566,003,343 4,083,631,312

Total 3,920,484,136 4,271,767,299 4,953,264,242

1  Figures include fully consolidated thermal power stations and nuclear power stations only. The table does 
not include figures from our French business which was sold in July 2019. Emile Huchet in France has a 
special cooling system for which water is not classified as cooling water. Nevertheless, we report our total 
estimated water discharge from France because we consider it relevant from a country perspective (2019: 
2,872,263 m3). Data for France estimated using generation volumes for the period January 1 to June 30, 
2019.

Total water withdrawal for cooling1  GRI 303-3  Total cooling water discharge1  GRI 303-4 

Environmental protection
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Human rights and compliance culture

Country of origin % coal purchased

Russia1 35.1

Colombia 23.8

USA 18.6

Other2 8.3

South Africa 9.2

Australia 2.6

Mozambique 1.3

UK 1.1

1  Includes coal from Latvia

2  Origin not traceable

Origin of steam coal purchased for our own power plants and 
coal trading activities in 2019
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About this report
 GRI 102-45, 102-50  Uniper has published an 
 annual Sustainability Report for each year 
since 2016, when we became an independent 
company. This is therefore our fourth 
 Sustainability Report. It is available in 
 English and German. It presents information 
about our most material sustainability 
 issues, how we manage them, and what we 
achieved in the reporting period. The 
 reporting period is the 2019 calendar year; 
 however, the report also includes 
 information about noteworthy subsequent 
events through April 2020. Unless otherwise 
indicated, the scope of the report is the 
 Uniper Group’s fully  consolidated assets as 
of December 31, 2019. The scope of 
 consolidation is the same as in our 2019 
 Financial Report. This report contains 
 information about our reporting principles, 
as well as all significant changes in Uniper’s 
size, scope, ownership structure, and supply 
chain. Uniper’s management structure 
changed in 2019. In June 2019, Andreas 
Schierenbeck took the position of Uniper’s 
new Chief Executive Officer and Sascha 
 Bibert as its new Chief Financial Officer. 
 David Bryson took the positions of both the 
new Chief Operating Officer on November 1,  
2019 and Chief Sustainability Officer on 
 January 1, 2020. 

In October 2019, Fortum announced that it 
had signed agreements with shareholders 
Elliott and Knight Vinke to acquire more than 
20.5% of the shares in Uniper. Fortum’s stake 
in Uniper would increase to more than 70.5% 
when the transaction is completed. The 
 conclusion of the transaction was subject to 
 approval of the regulatory authorities in 
 Russia which was granted. Fortum 
 completed part of the transaction in March 
2020 and now holds 69.6% of the shares and 
voting rights in Uniper. The second tranche, a 
minimum of 1.0% and a maximum of 3.8% of 
the shares, is expected to be closed within 
the second quarter of 2020. 

In March 2020, Uniper committed to making 
its power generation portfolio in Europe 
 climate-neutral by 2035.

 GRI 102-54  The report’s description of our 
 materiality assessment and management 
approach reflects the standards of the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI). The report uses GRI 
indicators to disclose information on 
 selected issues; their use is referenced in 
each  instance. We are working toward 
 reporting in accordance with the GRI 
 Standards: Core  Option to provide our 
 stakeholders with a more comprehensive 
 overview. 

 GRI 102-49  Changes in reporting: the 2019 
 Sustainability Report will be published in 
print, and as a pdf; the latter can be 
 downloaded from our website. The structure 
of our 2019 report reflects the sustainability 
strategy  defined in our Sustainability 
 Strategic Plan; it,  too, can be downloaded 
from our website.

 GRI 102-51, 102-52  This report supersedes the 
Uniper Sustainability Report 2018. The next 
Sustainability Report 2020 will be available 
in 2021. 

cr.uniper.energy
You can find additional information and 
updates on our sustainability website.
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Disclaimer

This document may contain forward-looking 
statements based on current assumptions 
and forecasts made by Uniper SE manage-
ment and other information currently avail-
able to Uniper. Various known and unknown 
risks, uncertainties, and other factors could 
lead to material differences between the 
 actual future results, financial situation, 
 development, or performance of the compa-
ny and the estimates given here. Uniper SE 
does not intend, and does not assume any 
liability whatsoever, to update these 
 forward-looking statements or to adapt 
them to future events or developments.
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Contact us  GRI 102-53  

Uniper SE  
Holzstrasse 6  
40221 Düsseldorf  
Germany 

Frank Plümacher  
Executive Vice President HSSE & Sustainability  
frank.pluemacher@uniper.energy 

Dr. Andreas Niehoff  
Head of Sustainability & Systems  
andreas.niehoff@uniper.energy 

Shikha Mittal  
Sustainability Manager  
shikha.mittal@uniper.energy 
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